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INTRODUCTION 
The auxiliary discharge converter depends fundamentally on the therm­
ionic effect for the direct conversion of heat into electrical energy. 
The basic electrical circuit is shown in Figure 1. The emitter electrode, 
when heated to 1^ 00-2200° K, emits electrons with a current density of 
2 
about 5 amps/cm . If these electrons are collected by another electrode, 
the collector, whose work function (0^ ) is lower than the emitter work 
function (0^ ) a current (l^ )^ will flow in an external circuit connecting 
the two electrodes. If the resistance of this external circuit is R^ , 
then an electrical power of is obtained. Thus direct energy con­
version from heat to electricity is achieved. 
As is evident, the basic principle of the conversion process can be 
traced back to l880 when Thomas Edison discovered thermionic emission. 
However, although the theoretical possibility of thermionic energy con­
version was recognized for most of this century, no serious consideration 
was given to the idea until about 1958. The main reason was the lack of 
a suitable heat source and practical application for such a converter un­
til that date. Since the converter depends on thermionically emitted 
electrons, high temperatures in the range of 2000° K are required in most 
cases to provide emission at acceptable current densities. Prior to the 
development of the nuclear reactor such temperatures were not readily 
available and prior also to this period the demand for portable compact 
electrical power units for military and space applications did not exist. 
In addition to these "external" difficulties, a fundamental electri­
cal problem existed within the thermionic converter. This is the so 
called "space charge neutralization problem" which still remains at the 
2 
focus of attention in all the various systems under study and development 
today. The space charge effect is associated with all electron emitters, 
in that a stream of electrons leaving an emitter tend to repel other elec­
trons from doing so, and hence limits the maximum current which can be 
drawn. This current is determined from the well known Child-Langmuir 
three-halves power equation (9) for plane electrodes 
2•335x10 V ^  Amperes/Unit area (l) 
d 
where V is the potential difference between the electrodes and d is the 
interelectrode spacing. 
The Vacuum Converter 
The first approach to overcoming the current limitation imposed by 
the presence of space charge was based directly on Equation 1. It is seen 
that the space charge limited current varies as the reciprocal of the inter­
electrode spacing squared. In order to achieve acceptably high current 
densities, d must be made as small as possible. The potential difference 
between the electrodes is governed in effect by the difference in emitter 
and collector work functions and by the load current. A typical poten­
tial profile (30) for space charge limited conditions is shown in Figure 
2. It should be noted that, although this is the accepted profile repre­
sentation, the direction of increasing potential is downwards and so an 
electron under tke influence of this profile would tend to move towards 
one or the other of the electrodes. V_ is the potential difference be-Jj 
tween the two Fermi levels and is equal to the output voltage across the 
load. V is the potential with respect to the emitter surface of the 
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Figure 2. Potential profile for space charge limited conditions 
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interelectrode potential minimum created by the space charge. The emitter 
and collector work functions, being governed by properties of the elec­
trode materials, are restricted within relatively small limits. Since the 
power output of the converter is of main interest the product of and 
I is of concern. V may be made large by choosing the emitter and col-
L L 
lector materials so that is large and is small. However, if 0^  is 
too large, the emitter must be heated to excessively high temperatures in 
order to achieve acceptable current densities. Therefore, a compromise 
must be made when selecting the work function of the emitter. In prac­
tice an emitter work function of about 2.3 electron volts is found to be 
best. Wo compromise is in general required when selecting the collector 
material; a material with the lowest possible work function is used. In 
practice a work function of 1 electron-volt (eV) is as small as can be 
expected. Therefore, under short circuited conditions, when the Fermi 
levels of emitter and collector are at the same potential, the interelec­
trode potential is 1.3 volts. In a practical converter a current density 
of at least 5 amps/cm would be required. Under these conditions. Equa­
tion 1 gives 
5 = 2.335^ 10 (l-3) / Amperes/cm^  
. d^  
and 
d = 0.0083 mm. 
Such an interelectrode space is impracticable, being less than one hun-
dreth of a millimeter. The problem of course is not in achieving such a 
5 
small spacing initially but in achieving the necessary flatness and 
smoothness of the emitter during the operating life of the converter. 
Relatively large areas would be required in order to achieve the required 
power output, and it is irrevelant to make a comparison with the closely 
spaced systems developed successfully in the vacuum tube field for such 
requirements as high figure of merit or minimum electron transit time. 
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In these cases the total emitter area is in the 1 cm range and even 
then their cost is high. 
Since the problem of space charge current limitation could not be 
satisfactorily overcome by using a suitable geometric configuration, 
another approach was required. This took the form of space charge neu­
tralization employing positive ions. All practical thermionic converters 
under development today employ neutralization as the means of increasing 
the current density to an acceptable level. The various converters are 
classified by the means adapted for the production of these positive 
ions. 
The Cesium Converter 
The neutralization of electron space charge by cesium ions was dis­
cussed by Hernquist (2l) in a paper published in 1958. The prin­
ciple is based on the phenomenon of contact ionization investigated by 
Langmuir (31) and his associates about 1930. It is found that if cesium 
vapor, at near room temperature, contacts tungsten at about 600° K, a 
layer of cesium forms on the tungsten. This is due to the fact that 
cesium has a first ionization potential of 3«87 volts and when it con­
tacts a material with a work function greater than 3.87 eV, such as tung­
6 
sten at '+.57 eV, the material captures a valence electron. The cesium 
ions so formed are restrained from leaving the material by their image 
force. This is verified by using a material with a work function less 
than 3-87 eV when it is found that no surface layer of cesium appears. It 
was recognized that the cesium ions formed, but held, at the emitter sur­
face would be useful for space charge neutralization if they could be 
ejected from the emitter surface. Ejection is achieved thermionically by 
increasing the tungsten temperature and hence the ion temperature. When 
the tungsten is above a critical temperature all the cesium atoms which 
contact the hot tungsten are immediately evaporated as positive ions and 
so are available for space charge neutralization in the emitter region. 
Below the critical temperature, the emitter is partially covered by cesium 
and the effective surface work function is less than that of tungsten. 
This is fortunate since a work function of about 2.3 eV is required for 
the emitter. Thus, the fractional coverage may be adjusted so that the 
rate of formation of positive ions and the work function adjustment are 
optimized. The compromise between work function of the emitter and ion 
production results in other side effects. The increased emitter current 
density, caused by the decrease in effective emitter work function, re­
quires more ions for space charge neutralization. The rate of arrival of 
cesium atoms at the emitter is governed by the cesium gas pressure and 
temperature. Therefore for high current densities it is found necessary 
to increase the ce.sium gas pressure. This increase in pressure, while 
serving the fundamental purpose, introduces side effects. The mean free 
path of the cesium atoms decreases to the order of interelectrode spacing 
7 
dimensions and so the electrons tend to be randomized by neutral gas atom 
collisions and a plasma is formed in th^  Since cesium has a large 
/ _ 2 \ 
electron-neutral cross section (3.1.1U -m ) at the operating temper­
atures, a high plasma resistivity results. In order to overcome such 
plasma resistance loss, small interelectrode spacing is called for. Also 
Easor (38) has shown that experimental results give efficiencies consider­
ably less than expected and he indicates that this is due to "transport" 
effects in the converter which are dependent on the interelectrode spacing 
as shown in Figure 3. For acceptable power densities small interelec­
trode spacing is required. Since operation at an emitter temperature 
in the range of 2000° K is required material and fabrication difficulties 
are considerable. Added to these problems is the fact that cesium itself 
t 
is a very active element. Containment poses many problems and at the 
high temperatures and pressures required internal corrosion can be ex­
pected to play an important part of life limits of the system. From the 
design view-point the emitter materials are limited to those whose therm­
ionic work function is greater than 3.87 eV, corresponding to the first 
ionization potential of cesium. Another criterion which indicates the 
effectiveness of the means for space charge neutralization is the power 
used in generating the ions for the neutralization of 1 ampere of emission 
current. In theory the relatively large value of 0.2 watts/amp is re­
quired and experimental values are considerably larger (16). It is felt 
that although the cesium converter has received much attention in the 
field of thermionic energy conversion the inherent characteristics of the 
system prohibit the development of a converter to a status exhibiting an 
acceptable combination of reliability, efficiency, and simplicity. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of computed and observed efficiencies 
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With the limitations associated with the cesium converter in mind, 
the folio..ing analysis of the other main converter types was made in the 
hope of detecting a system whose ultimate potential appeared unhindered 
"by any inherent detrijnental characteristics. 
The Magnetic Triode Converter 
The magnetic triode (?) appears on an initial theoretical analysis 
to present a solution to many of the problems inherent in the cesium type 
converter. A schematic representation is shown in Figure 4. In addition 
to the emitter and collector, a third accelerating electrode at a high 
potential is placed as shown. A transverse magnetic field is adjusted so 
that emitted electrons are deflected and collected by the collector elec­
trode. The principle of operation is that the space charge electrons are 
swept away from the emitter by the applied electric field and so the prob­
lems of space charge are solved. Since the emitted electrons which reach 
the collector return to aljnost the same potential with respect to the ac­
celerating plate no work is being done on them by the high potential cir­
cuit. This theory neglects any electron collisions during the transit 
between emitter and collector. If collisions do occur, as they do, then 
there is a considerable probability of the scattered electrons being col­
lected by the accelerating plate. If only a small percentage, say one 
percent, of the electrons are so collected, converter action is not pos­
sible. Consider the following typical example; 
= 500 volts [Auxiliary potential] 
0E = 2.3 eV 
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Figure 5- Cross-section of a tube used for measuring 
• ionization potentials 
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0 = 1.0 eV 
1^  = 0.01 [Auxiliary current] 
Neglecting the plasma resistive drop, the maximum load voltage may be 
assumed equal to 0^  - 0^  = 2.3 - 1.0 = 1.3 volts. Then the power deliv­
ered to the load is = 1.3 x 0.99 = 1.282 I^ . The power supplied 
by the accelerating system is = 500 x 0.01 = 5 Thus the power 
supplied by the auxiliary system is almost four times the output power. 
The previous analysis neglected all other losses and therefore this system 
has been ruled from further consideration. 
The Nuclear Ion Converter 
This type of converter depends on a supply of fission fragments for 
ionization of the diode gas. Jamerson and Abrams (25) reported on a con­
verter filled with a Penning mixture and having a fission fragment source 
-3 
of uranium foil. Ion densities of the order of 10 cm were achieved in 
the interelectrode space. This type of converter requires an external 
source of thermal neutrons such as would be provided by in-pile reactor op­
eration. While such a requirement certainly in general limits the applica­
tions of the converter, it must be emphasized that there are very few 
heat sources other than nuclear which provide the necessary high emitter 
temperatures required. In this respect, the argument of limited applica­
bility should not be made. Such a converter has many attractions. The 
diode gas being a Penning mixture, which may consist of the noble gasses 
Ne: O.l^ A, avoids the containment and corrosive problems of the cesium 
converter. No restriction is placed on the minimum work function of the 
emitter and so one can be selected as close to the optimum of 2.3 eV as 
12 
possible. Further, it is then possible to achieve the desired current 
densities at relatively low emitter temperatures in the 1500° K range. 
Such a temperature reduction eliminates the many problems encountered 
above 2000° K and permits the use of standard materials and fabrication 
techniques. However a point peculiar to the nuclear ion converter is the 
build-up of fission products. The system should be such that the fission 
products have a tolerable effect on the operation of the converter during 
a reasonable life time, which could be estimated by a period at least as 
great as the burn-up time of a typical fuel element. Forman and Ghormley 
(15) go one step further and use the fission product krypton as the diode 
filling gas. It must be recognized that since the fission product con­
tent of the diode is time dependent many restrictions and design problems 
should be expected. Although certain limitations and many complex prob­
lems are associated with the nuclear ion converter the fundamental prin­
ciple of operation is sound and will certainly receive more attention as 
the thermionic technology develops. Since the field of thermionic con­
version has received attention of significance only during the last five 
years, the basic concepts are as yet under review and not until the funda­
mental research and development has been completed will the problems of 
secondary importance such as those of the nuclear ion converter, receive 
attention. 
The Auxiliary Discharge Converter 
In this converter system ions for space charge neutralization are 
formed by impact ionization of an inert gas. The ions are produced in, 
or injected into, the main discharge region where they neutralize the 
13 
emitter space charge. This mode of space charge neutralization has many 
attractive features. Tlie principal ones being: 
1. The converter is filled with an inert gas, or a Penning mixture, 
such as We: O.l^ A, and so material and containment problems are at a min­
imum. 
2. Since the formation of ions is by impact in an auxiliary region, 
there is no restriction on the minimum work function of the emitter mate­
rial. Thus a suitable emitter material with a work function in the opti­
mum range may be selected. 
3. The converter may operate at lower emitter temperatures. With a 
2 
work function of 2.3 eV a saturation current density of 5 amps/cm is pro­
duced at a temperature of 14^ 0° K. This is a reduction in temperature of 
about 500° K from that of the cesium converter. This temperature reduc­
tion is very important because it brings the required design and fabrica­
tion technique within the scope of recognized and standard procedures. 
It also permits versatility since, at a temperature of 2000° K, few mate­
rials are available for use and many fabrication problems arise. 
4. Since the emitter temperature required is relatively low it comes 
within the range of heat sources other than nuclear such as regular flame 
heat. Another important consequence of temperature reduction is the con­
siderable decrease in energy radiated from the emitter. In general, radia­
tion loss is the most important internal loss factor and since the radia­
tion rate varies as the fourth power of the emitter temperature even a 
small temperature decrease results in considerable savings. For typical 
cesium and auxiliary emitter temperatures of 2050° K and 14-50° K respec­
tively the ratio between the radiation losses is given by 
\ h Cesium converter radiation loss _ / 20^ 0' 
l4 
= 4.01 
A, D. converter radiation loss (1450 
So the radiation loss in a typical auxiliary discharge converter is sig­
nificantly less than that in the cesium converter. 
5. Very small interelectrode spacings are not required as in the 
cesium converter. It is found that a spacing of about 4mm is acceptable. 
This eliminates the close tolerances and other side effects such as high 
conductive heat loss encountered with interelectrode spacings of the 
order of 0.5 mm in the cesium converter. 
6. Due to a unique reflection phenomenon discovered by Gabor (16) 
and his associates the number of ions usually required for space charge 
neutralization is reduced by a factor in the order of 100. This has 
been found to reduce the cost of ions from over 0.2 watts/amp in the 
cesium converter to 0.05 - 0.1 watts/amp in the auxiliary discharge con­
verter (16). 
Having analyzed the principal methods available for space charge 
neutralization, and considered many of the associated disadvantages and 
advantages, the auxiliary discharge converter appears to present a sys­
tem which possesses many attractive and unique features. The most- objec­
tionable limitation to be found on first analysis is the apparent require­
ment of a third electrode. But even this is not inherent since the elim­
ination of this electrode may be possible, as is discussed later. As a 
consequence of the general survey made in the field of thermionic con­
version it was decided that an investigation of the auxiliary discharge 
converter would certainly prove of most benefit. 
15 
REVIEW OF LIIERATURE 
In 1923 G. Hertz published a paper (19) in which a method and ap­
paratus for measuring ionization potentials was discussed. Although no 
mention was made of energy conversion, the principle of operation depends 
on the neutralization of space charge by ions produced by an auxiliary 
electron beam. The tube, as shown in Figure 5, contains two filaments 
and Fg, the latter being enclosed in an insulated wire mesh cylinder. 
The tube filling is neon. Under operation a high accelerating potential, 
between and the mesh, accelerates the emitted electrons into the cyl­
inder. Impact ionization takes place inside the mesh when the accelerating 
potential is great enough. These ions migrate to F^  under the applied 
potential and there they serve to neutralize the space charge at the 
filament Fg and so permit more electron emission. 
Considerably later, in 1952, the principle of auxiliary space charge 
neutralization was utilized by Johnson and Webster (26) in a continuously 
controllable gas tube called a Plasmatron. As shown in Figure 6, a plas­
ma acts as conductor between the hot cathode and anode. This plasma de­
pends on the auxiliary system. The electrons emitted from the cathode 
are focussed into a beam and injected into the main discharge region, 
where they form ions by impact. The electron supply thus controls the 
conductivity of the plasma between the emitter and collector. Unlike the 
thyratron, continuous control of the main current is maintained. Figure 
7 shows typical curves for the variation of load current with the col­
lector potential for different auxiliary currents. During the steeply 
rising part of the characteristics the collector is negative with respect 
to the plasma and the collected electron current is given by 
Figure 6. Schematic representaticyi 
of a Plasmatron tube 
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Figure 7. Plasmatron load curves' 
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-
k T 
J = J e 
c ec 
from Langmuir probe theory ($), where J is the random electron current 
in the plasma at the collector sheath, is the collector fall poten­
tial, or the potential difference between the plasma and the collector. 
is the electron temperature at the collector sheath, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, and e is the electron charge. The knee of the curve cor­
responds to the point at which the collector is at the plasma potential 
and receiving all the random electron current. The random electron cur­
rent is given by 
n e V 
J = ec ec 
ec I, 
where n^  ^and v^  ^are the density and average velocity respectively of 
electrons in the plasma at the collector. Since a plasma is considered 
to have equal electron and ion densities, the value of n increases as 
' ec 
the auxiliary current is increased and hence the variation of maximum 
load current with auxiliary current. 
Again, as with the Hertz tube, no mention was made in the paper of 
possible applications to energy conversion. However, the important point 
is that a source of auxiliary electrons is used to generate ions and 
these ions serve to neutralize the space charge. The characteristic 
curves of the Plasmatron indicate that an auxiliary power in the order of 
0.3 watts/amp is required for space charge neutralization. This is close 
to the theoretical cost of 0.2 watts/amp in the cesium converter. How­
18 
ever, the Plasmatron, being simply a control device, is not designed sole­
ly with electron and ion conservation in mind and the possibility of the 
adaption of the method for efficient space charge neutralization in a 
thermionic converter'arises. 
Two types of auxiliary discharge converters have since evolved. They 
are the single electron emitter introduced by Gabor of the Imperial Col­
lege, London (l6) in March, 196I and the double electron emitter, of Plas­
matron mode type, introduced by Bernstein and Knechtli of Hughes Research 
Laboratories, California (l) in December, I96I. Since then Bloss of the 
Institut fuer Gasentladungstechnik and Photoelectronik, Stuttgart Germany 
(4) and Cook and Fraser (il) of the General Electric Co. Ltd., Wambley, 
England have presented papers dealing with their work on the Plasmatron 
mode converter. To date, no one other than members of the Direct Con­
version group at the Imperial College, London have published work in the 
Gab or type single emitter converter (13) and no comprehensive theoretical 
analysis of the auxiliary discharge conversion principle has appeared. 
The Plasmatron Mode Auxiliary Discharge Converter 
In his paper of 1957 concerning vacuum diode converters, Moss con­
cluded that the required interelectrode spacing of 0.01 mm was impracti­
cable (37). He drew attention to the Plasmatron mode, already described, 
as a possible means of space charge neutralization. In 1958 Hernquist 
and Kanefsky (2l) considered several methods of space charge neutraliza­
tion, and, based on the relatively irrelevant figures for ion cost from 
Johnson and Websters paper (26) on the Plasmatron, they concluded that 
other methods would be more efficient. 
Schultz in I961 (39) presented an analysis of the Plasmatron mode 
and using conservative values of 1300° K for the emitter temperature and 
a current density of O.9 amps/cm found that the cost of ions could he 
expected to be as low as 0.1 watts/amp. The reflection of slow ions at 
the emitter and collector was not considered. This in itself would con­
siderably decrease the already low cost of 0.1 watts/amp. The configura­
tion, Figure 8, suggested is simple and supposedly suitable for operation 
as a solar energy converter. The principle of operation is the same as 
that of the Plasmatron. The auxiliary cathode generates ions which are 
accelerated into the central main discharge region where they form ions 
by impact with the Ne: 0.1% Argon gas. These ions drift under the plasma 
drop gradient to the emitter where they neutralize the space charge. A 
conversion efficiency of l4% is predicted after account is taken of radia­
tion, conduction and auxiliary power losses. Bernstein and Knechtli (l) 
of Hughes Research Laboratories, California were the first to report, in 
1961, on an experimental thermionic converter employing the Plasmatron 
auxiliary mode. The converter consists of two Phillips-B dispenser cath­
odes for emitter and collector and three heated tungsten wires, as in 
Figure 9, which supply the auxiliary electrons for impact ion formation. 
Operation at an emitter temperature of 1500° K, with a filling of Argon 
at 1 mm Hg, provides a current of 5 amps/cm with auxiliary currents of 
150 ïÉô the emitter current. Under these conditions, the aux­
iliary power reported is 1 watt, representing an ion cost of only 0.2 
watts/amp. This value is very low when the losses associated with such a 
small experimental device are considered. The fact that the electron to 
ion current ratio is as large as 120 is of interest in itself. Langmuir's 
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M 
accepted sheath theory assumes that one ion neutralizes — electrons in 
M 
passing through the emitter sheath, where — is the ratio of ion to elec-
Fm tron mass. In this case /^  — = 270. So the very highest ratio of elec­
tron to ion current possible should be 270. This assumes that 
1. Each auxiliary electron has an ionizing collision 
2. No ions are lost from the plasma 
3. All ions pass through the emitter sheath only once. 
Such assumptions are unjustified in the converter under consideration. 
Certainly considerable loss due to drift and ambipolar diffussion of ions 
will take place. Collection of ions by the collector can also be expected. 
Therefore, the unexpectedly high measured electron to ion current ratio 
leads to questions about the validity of directly applying the Langmuir 
sheath theory in this case. Considerable attention will subsequently be 
given to this problem. 
In 1962, Bloss (4) presented a more sophisticated design in which a 
BaO emitter is used. In order to obtain a low collector work function, 
a Cs-AgO layer was formed on the glass walls of the containment vessel. 
This was achieved by first depositing a silver coating and then oxidizing 
this. A resevoir attached to the side of the containment vessel holds 
the cesium. The vessel may be heated as required to deposit a new layer 
of cesium on the silver oxide. However, although the desired low work 
function collector of 1.0 eV was achieved the converter utilizes cesium 
and so is subject to the inherent disadvantages of the cesium system. 
While such an arrangement is unlikely to be adopted in practical converter 
design, the results, using the low work function collector served to 
verify the previous theoretical work. Bloss claims mean efficiencies of 
22 
8-10^  and a maximum value of 20%. While this latter figure should receive 
further investigation, the mean efficiencies of 8-10% appear realistic and 
indicate the feasibility of mean efficiencies of l4-l6% in larger and more 
effectively designed converters. 
Another interesting point mentioned is the fact that an interface re­
sistance of 5 ohms exists between the base and oxide coating of the emit­
ter and that this may be reduced to O.^ Q by using an oxide-nickel sinter-
cathode. From this it appears imperative that the sintercathode be used 
in preference to the usual oxide coated emitter proposed previously by 
others. 
The last paper of interest on the Plasmatron mode is by Cook and Fra­
ser (il). A unique feature of the work is the use of a symmetrical diode 
in order to permit investigation of different injection systems. Both main 
electrodes of the tube in Figure 10 are of the same material and heated 
to the same temperatures. Ihe direction of current flow is governed by 
the polarity of V^ . The maximum current is limited by the random current 
in the plasma. Using Xenon as the filling gas in a modification of the 
tube in Figure 10, ratios of main to beam current of up to 250 are re­
ported. A directly heated thoriated tungsten emitter is used with an 
oxide collector. Such an arrangement of course requires emitter tempera­
tures above 2000° K and the advantages of low temperature operation per­
mitted by the auxiliary discharge system are not present. A uniform 
production density is not possible with the configuration as shown in 
Figure 10. The injected electrons tend to form ions at their mean free 
path in the filling gas, and, although there is considerable randomiza­
tion of the positive ions before they pass through the emitter sheath, a 
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Figure 10. Symmetrical diode for investigation of different injection 
systems 
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uniform space charge neutralization cannot be realistically hoped for. 
This was recognized by Cook and his associates and in a recent visit to 
the General Electric Research Labs in London, England, they demonstrated 
a converter with a different configuration. In this more advanced design, 
electrons are injected from the complete circumference, rather than from 
one point, and so a more uniform space charge neutralization is hoped for. 
Tests are underway on this converter. A problem encountered was the re­
quirement of a very small spacing between the auxiliary electron source 
and the accelerating electrode. It is essential that this be less than 
the electron mean free path if efficient ion production is to be achieved 
in the main discharge region, and sputtering of the auxiliary electron 
source is to be avoided. Although small experimental converters may be 
successful, it appears difficult to go to large scale units due to the 
size limitations associated with the electron mean free path. 
This completes the analysis of available papers published on the 
Plasmatron auxiliary discharge converter to date. As is apparent, the 
system is at an early stage in development, and, apart from the general 
principle of operation, the configurations proposed vary considerably. 
Also, in many cases one or more of the attractive features of the aux­
iliary discharge system were sacrificed on behalf of the others. For 
example, Bloss introduced cesium in order to achieve a low collector work 
function. Cook and Fraser (il) resorted to high temperatures and a direct­
ly heated emitter in order to obtain a large difference in emitter and col­
lector work functions. 
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The Gabor Type Auxiliary Discharge Converter 
The Gabor type auxiliary discharge converter (l6) is unique in its 
method of generating ions. No auxiliary electron source is required; a 
small fraction of main discharge electrons being drawn off and accelerated 
in order to generate the ions. The mode of operation was discovered more 
or less by accident when Fatmi (13), one of Gabor's associates at the 
Imperical College, London, was investigating the possibility of slow ion 
reflection. Since then work has progressed with attention being concen­
trated on direct energy conversion and investigation of slow ion reflec­
tion. 
Other than the papers based on research conducted at the Imperial 
College, no publications on this mode of neutralization have been found. 
The Gabor mode possesses all of the advantages associated with the Plasma-
tron mode and in addition does not require an auxiliary source of elec­
trons. For this reason, and the fact that no research, other than that 
I 
at the Imperial College, has been undertaken in the field it is decided 
to concentrate the subsequent analysis on the Gabor mode. 
No mathematical model of an auxiliary converter operating in the 
Gab or mode has been published. This in itself certainly deserves atten­
tion. Due to the relative geometric complexity, the formulation of such 
a model poses certain problems and the recognized approaches may not in 
general be successfully adopted. In the following sections a new approach, 
which has been based on calculations analogous to those for criticality 
in the nuclear fission neutron cycle, will be presented. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE GABOR AUXILIARY DISCHARGE MODE 
Basic Configuration 
Three electrodes and two separate regions constitute the basic con­
verter configuration. The emitter is the electrode which is heated ex­
ternally and thermionically generates the electron current which flows in­
to what is termed the main discharge region. The collector is such that 
most of the electrons approaching within capture range are collected. 
However a small proportion are permitted to pass through from the main 
discharge region into an auxiliary discharge region as in Figure 11. Here 
they are under the influence of the auxiliary anode, an electrode at a 
relatively high accelerating potential. The load is connected between 
emitter and collector and an auxiliary supply provides the auxiliary anode 
accelerating potential. The electrodes are enclosed in a gas filled con­
tainer . 
Principle of Operation 
A basic objective of the design is to provide an adequate supply of 
positive ions at the emitter for space charge neutralization. This is 
accomplished as follows. When the emitter is heated, some of the ele-
trons given off cross the main discharge region and a small fraction of 
these pass through the collector and come under the influence of the aux­
iliary anode accelerating potential. Since a gas fills the region, these 
electrons ionize the gas by impact provided the auxiliary anode potential 
is in excess of the first ionization potential of the gas. The positive 
ions formed drift towards the collector under the influence of the aux­
iliary anode potential and the electrons continue towards the auxiliary 
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anode. A luminous plasma exists in part of the auxiliary discharge 
region. 
Since the positive ions are accelerated towards the collector, many 
of them pass through into the main discharge region. In this region there 
now exist electrons, neutral gas atoms and positive ions and so a plasma 
is formed. This is a dark plasma because in this region no potentials are 
applied and none are induced to cause internal ionization. Therefore, the 
plasma of the main discharge region depends on the emitter for its elec­
tron supply and on the auxiliary discharge for its positive ion supply. 
Assuming the converter is under load there will be a small potential 
gradient due to plasma resistivity in the main discharge region. Under 
this potential gradient the positive ions drift towards the emitter where 
they neutralize the space charge. A typical potential profile for the com­
plete interelectrode system is shown in figure 12. is the plasma re­
sistivity drop in the main discharge region. and are respectively 
the emitter and collector sheath fall potentials. These are typically 
associated with a plasma where the electron mobility is greater than the 
ion mobility. Potentials build up at the enclosing surfaces so that com­
pensation is made for the difference in mobility by retarding the elec­
trons and accelerating the positive ions to such an extend that the rates 
of arrival are equal. Charge equilibrium at the walls is thus maintained. 
Variation of Main Plasma Profile with Load 
A well known fact in plasma physics is that the variation of the load 
current drawn from the main discharge region has little effect on the 
magnitude of the emitter fall potential V_„. It is the collector fall ilii 
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potential which is influenced by this load current. In fact, 
may be imagined as a wall of an electron filled resevoir. When the load 
is light, is large and few electron "overflow" to the load circuit. 
As more current is required, decreases, permitting an increased flow 
of electrons. When is zero, the flow is a maximum, and is in fact 
equal to the random plasma electron current J = '"ec ® e^c at the col-
ec Ç 
lector. 
The plasma resistivity potential drop varies with load current. 
Under open circuited conditions the plasma is eguipotential and under 
loaded conditions may be thought of as the potential that causes pre­
ferential drift of electrons from the emitter to the collector, and con­
sequently a preferential drift of positive ions from collector to emitter. 
The emitter fall potential is not greatly infli.enced by the varia­
tion of load current but rather by the conditions in the plasma at the 
emitter sheath. It is a plasma characteristic that the potential pro­
file of the plasma locks onto the most positive electrode. Typical pro­
files are shown in Figure I3 for different collector potentials. For pro­
files corresponding to collector voltages and Vg, the emitter is posi-
v" 
tive relative to the collector and no change in the emitter fall potential 
takes place as the collector potential is varied. However, for the pro­
files with collector potentials, V|^  and V^ , greater than the emitter po­
tential the profile locks to the collector and in these cases the emitter 
fall potential is not independent of load. 
In subsequent work it will be assumed that the emitter fall potential 
is independent of load. The collector drop potential, as well as the 
plasma resistive drop potential, varies with the load current drawn from 
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the plasma, whereas the emitter fall potential is considered virtually-
independent of load variations but subject to plasma characteristics. 
Another specification regarding the profile is that operation is not 
under emitter temperature limited conditions. In other words, the elec­
tron source is emitting a number of electrons which is equal to or greater 
than the number capable of being neutralized by the positive ion source. 
In the latter case a double sheath will exist at the emitter in order to 
return excess electrons to the emitter. The form of the profile under 
such a condition is as in Figure l4. There V . is the potential min-
mm 
imum at the emitter. Its value is governed by the rate of electron emis­
sion from the emitter and the arrival rate of positive ions for space 
charge neutralization. All electrons emitted with kinetic energies less 
than e V . fail to penetrate the potential barrier and enter into the 
mm 
plasma. In general, optimum operating conditions are achieved just at 
the commencement of space charge limitation, when is approximately 
zero with respect to the other potential magnitudes of the profile and 
may be neglected. However the finite magnitude of will be shown to 
be of importance in a different aspect of the converter operation. At 
light loads there is therefore no double sheath, while under operating 
conditions V . is finite but negligible. 
mm 
Potential Profile in Auxiliary Discharge Region 
The electrons which penetrate the collector are accelerated by the 
potential applied to the auxiliary anode. Under operating conditions, 
is set slightly above the first ionizing potential of the filling gas 
so that there is a good probability (in the range of O.5) of an inelastic 
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electron-gas atom collision. Initially, a linear potential profile be­
tween collector and auxiliary anode may be ass-umed. However, when ioniza­
tion takes place, the presence of positive ions produces a depression in 
the potential profile which in turn results in a high potential gradient 
at the collector. Thus, most of the ionizing electron-atom collisions 
take place close to the collector. This causes a glow to be seen above 
the collector. Almost all of the applied potential is dropped across 
the narrow collector sheath and the thickness of this sheath varies with 
the electron mean free path. The profile is of the general form shown in 
Figure 15. Most of the region is at a low potential gradient. This cor­
responds to the so called "positive column" of the classical low-pressure 
glow discharge and it merely serves to maintain a conducting path between 
the two electrodes, With this in mind, it should be noted that as far 
as the ion production process is concerned it can be considered independent 
of the positive column. Thus in the design of the auxiliary region the 
positive column dimensions may be selected to minimize ion loss due to 
amkipolar diffusion and recombination. 
Slow Ion Reflection 
A most important factor in the operation of the auxiliary discharge 
converter is the phenomenon of slow ion reflection. This was first ob­
served by Gabor (l?) when he investigated the characteristics of the aux­
iliary discharge converter and found a surprisingly small ratio (l:100) 
between the auxiliary and main currents. He investigated further by con­
ducting an analysis of the plasma and found a ratio of electron to ion 
current density of 24,000. From Langmuir's theory (31) of 1929 a- ratio 
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of only ^  — = 270 would be expected. However, in this theory it is 
assumed that all ions are absorbed when they reach the emitter surface. 
The discrepancy between theory and practice of a factor of $0 is explained 
by the reflection of slow ions at the emitter surface. In this way ions 
oscillate in the emitter sheath and so are much more effective for space 
charge neutralization than if they passed through the sheath only once. 
A high reflection coefficient for slow ions is certainly theoretically 
possible. The potential drop associated with the work function at the 
emitter surface is a repellent barrier for ions. Ions with a kinetic 
energy less than JZi^ e penetrate one, or at most two, atomic layers and 
-13 
spend only about 10 sec in the emitter. It is therefore not unlikely 
that they will emerge without being neutralized. If the probability of 
2 q 
such a reflection is E, then ions on the average make 1 + 2R + 2R + 2R + 
1 + R 
. . = Y g passages through the emitter sheath before being neutralized. 
In this way a reflected ion is ^  ^  ^  times more effective in neutralizing 
_L - K 
the space charge than one which is immediately neutralized. Therefore 
the results of Gabor's experiment are explained by an effective reflection 
coefficient such that 7—^ = 90, which corresponds to R = O.98. 
A more detailed examination of the conditions existing in the emitter 
sheath and already described, is certainly called for. 
In the reflection phenomenon it is assumed that ions which are re­
flected at the emitter traverse the whole emitter sheath and return to 
the plasma, from where they return after several collisions to the emitter 
sheath. Such ions are termed "pendulating ions". Although the thickness 
of the emitter sheath under operating conditions is less than the ion 
mean free path, there is a probability of a pendulating ion colliding 
with a neutral atom within the sheath. The mean energy of the ions in 
the emitter sheath is greater than that of the neutrals there and so it 
is likely that the pendulating ions lose some kinetic energy on collid­
ing. If the loss is sufficient, the ions become trapped in the sheath. 
Gabor estimates that $8^  of the space charge neutralization is due to 
trapped ions. As these ions have even less energy than the pendulating 
ions it is likely that they are reflected at the emitter with a higher 
probability. So actually the reflection coefficient R is only an effec­
tive value and incorporates the contribution made by both the pendulating 
and the lower energy trapped ions. This effective value will be used as 
the reflection coefficient in the subsequent presentation. 
The phenomenon of a high ratio is not peculiar to Gabor's 
work. Just after he made the observation, Bernstein and Knechtli (l) of 
Hughes Research Laboratory, California reported a similar high ratio of 
I^ /l^  = 120. They were not sure of the cause but did suggest that re­
flection might be the factor involved. It is all the more significant 
that their results were obtained with a single gas, argon, where recom­
bination could be expected to cause a reduction in the current ratios. 
Characteristics of Filling Gas 
All auxiliary discharge converters contain some form of filling gas. 
This gas is required so that it may be ionized for space charge neutraliza­
tion purposes. The choice of a suitable gas or mixture of gases is gov­
erned chiefly by the requirements of a high ionization coefficient, and a 
low recombination coefficient under operating conditions. 
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Several single gases are acceptable. For example argon has readia-
tive and dissociative recombination coefficients of = 2 x 10 cm^ /sec 
_ 7 O 
and (X.g = 3 X 10 cm /sec respectively and an ionization coefficient of 
1.8 X 10 ^  ion pairs/volt at 15 volts/cm mm Hg. Neon has similar recom-
- ^  bination coefficients and an ionization coefficient of 8 x 10 ion pairs/ 
volt. However both argon and neon have relatively large excitation prob­
abilities. This is a disadvantage since power is wasted in exciting these 
atoms without causing ionization. A considerable saving may be acheived 
by using a suitable mixture of different gases called a Penning mixture 
(20). With an optimum mixture of argon and neon, the ionization coeffi-
- ^  
cient may be increased to as much as 38 x 10 ion pairs/volt. 
Explanation for the increase is as follows. Certain atoms such as 
Hg. He, and Ne, have excited energy levels from which the quantum theory 
selection rules prohibit transition to lower levels. When such is the 
case, the atom is said to be in a metastable state (l2). It must remain 
in this condition until it has an accidental encounter, for example, (a) 
with an electron or a photon which may raise it above the metastable 
state to one from which it can decay, or (b) with another atom. The lat­
ter case is called a "collision of the second kind". Kinetic energy may 
be interchanged in such a collision so that the electron is raised to a 
higher level, or drops to a lower level. Only relatively small amounts 
of kinetic energy may be interchanged in this way so that the normally 
excited levels must be very near the metastable level. When atoms of 
other elements are present the excess energy of the metastable atom may 
be given up in exciting or ionizing one of these other atoms. Since all 
of the encounters by which a metastable atom can gain or lose energy are 
special and therefore relatively unlikely to occur, the life of a meta-
stable state is very long. The average life of a metastable state is of 
the order of lO"^  sec compared with the average life of a normal excited 
-8  
state of the order of 10 sec. 
The energy level diagrams for neon and argon are shown in Figure l6. 
A neon atom, when bombarded by an electron, may be ionized if excited 
above 21.56 volts, or excited to lower energy levels. Two of the three 
energy levels are metastable, from which the excited atom cannot return 
to the ground state by radiation. The first ionization energy of argon 
is 15.76 volts so that if a metastable neon atom at 16.62 or 16.53 volts 
collides with it there is a good probability, particularly in the latter 
case, that there will be a kinetic energy transfer and ionization of the 
argon. In this way, the energy which normally would be lost in exciting 
the neon atom is available for ionization of the argon atom. An optimum 
neon-argon mixture exists which is seen from Figure 17, to be a ratio of 
1000 parts neon to one part argon. Several other Penning mixtures are 
available, such as He-A, A-Hg, and Ne-Br^ . However, the He-A mixture 
seems to be the most commonly used one and there is considerable data 
available for it. The A-Hg mixture has been used by Gabor in some of his 
converters 
A Cyclic Theoretical System Model 
Lossless cycle 
Due to the relatively complex triode configuration of the auxiliary 
discharge converter it is very difficult to formulate a theoretical model 
using recognized techniques. For this reason, none has been presented in 
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the literature. In the following section a new and very different means 
of formulation will be described and the many system parameters involved 
will be presented in the form of a single critical equation which must be 
satisfied for equilibrium operation. An analysis of the transient be­
havior of the converter will be undertaken also. In both cases the final 
equations will be of such a form that the parameters which they contain 
may all be evaluated from recognized experimental techniques, such as 
those developed by Langmuir for plasma probe analysis. Account will also 
be taken of the very recent and important discovery of slow ion reflec­
tion. 
Initially, an analysis was attempted using the accepted techniques 
similar to those presented by Talaat (^ 2) for the relatively simple case 
of the cesium filled diode. His approach, and that used in general for 
other diode analysis, is based on balance equations at the two electrode 
plasma sheaths, as well as on an overall voltage equation. The balance 
equations are those for current, charge and energy at both the emitter and 
collector plasma sheaths. If an attempt to write such equations for the 
auxiliary discharge converter is made,complications arise due to the pres­
ence of a dark and a luminous plasma, each dependent on conditions in their 
respective locations, as well as being interdependent on each other. The 
plasma conditions at the collector itself are extremely complicated. On 
the emitter side a dark plasma exists, while at the auxiliary anode side 
there is a luminous plasma. Since the collector is perforated there is a 
transition region within the perforations, whose characteristics are gov­
erned not only by both of the plasmas, but also by the geometic configura­
tion of the collector. Even if the problems of analysis at the collector 
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could be overcome and balance equations written for both regions the re­
sultant expressions would be both numerous and complex, so that their 
solution would in itself prove cumbersome. Also no means is provided for 
determining the important slow ion effective reflection coefficient, R. 
In order to avoid these problems several approaches were attempted. 
Finally, when working on a nuclear criticality problem, it was realized 
that an analogy could be drawn between the neutron cycle in a controlled 
nuclear fission cycle and the electron-ion cycle in the Gabor type aux­
iliary discharge converter. 
In fact a theory may be developed in a manner similar to the "Two-
Group Theory" presented by S, Glasstone and M. Edlund (l8). The initial 
approach is to assume electrodes of infinite area in which there is no 
electron or ion loss due to mutual recombination. Furthermore, due to the 
infinite extent of the electrodes, the ambipolar diffusion loss is zero. 
The operating cycle is depicted in Figure l8. The ionization by impact of 
electron and gas atoms corresponds to fission produced by thermal neutrons 
and the resulting ions produced correspond to the fast neutrons emitted 
along with the fission fragments. Therefore p^ , the ionization prob­
ability, corresponds to tj , the number of fast neutrons produced per 
thermal neutron absorbed. A fraction, (l - k ), of the ions are lost to 
m 
the collector before returning to the main discharge region. This cor­
responds to resonant capture of the fast neutrons and so k^  corresponds 
to p, the resonant escape probability. Electrons emitted from the emitter 
correspond to thermal neutrons and the fractions, o< , of these which 
enter the auxiliary discharge region correspond to the thermal neutrons 
which escape capture, while thermalized, and cause a nuclear fission. 
1+0 
Assuming that the converter is operating under space charge limited con­
ditions, it is required that  ^ions pass through the emitter sheath 
for each electron emitted. Thus, for an electron emission rate of — an 
"^o In  ^ion arrival rate of — i — is required if ion reflection is considered 
e V M J 
negligible. In the simple cycle considered p. k — ions arrive when 
J 1 m e 
— electrons are emitted. For equilibrium conditions 
_ / -, . M o^ 
IT - d: km ' m T 
1 Pi km I ! (") 
Equation 2 is analogous to the "Four-factor Formula" of nuclear reactor 
theory. It is interesting to make very rough estimates of the order of 
M p., k , and i — in order to find the order of magnitude of X. , the frac-
x^' m' \/ m o 5 
tion of electrons which escape capture by the collector and are permitted 
to enter the auxiliary region, p^  can be expected to be of the order of 
0.25, k^  will be shown to be proportional to the fractional apperture of 
the collector and so can be assumed at 0.5, while for a gas such as argon 
M 
or neon  ^— is about 200. Therefore 
m 
oC 1 = 1 - 1 
D k 0.25 X 0.5 X 200 25 
•^ i m Vm 
Thus, under the above idealistic conditions one out of each 25 electrons 
emitted is required by the auxiliary discharge for the productions of 
ions. This initial very approximate analysis serves to show the feasibil­
ity of the system in that the drain on the main supply of electrons for 
4i 
ion production does not amount to a large fraction of the whole, A more 
detailed analysis is justified. 
Cyclic analysis considering losses 
In the previous analysis electrodes of infinite area were considered 
and it was hence assumed that loss of ions and electrons by ambipolar 
diffusion was zero. Also, mutual recombination of ions and electrons with­
in the interelectrode space was considered negligible, as was the recol­
lection of electrons at the emitter. We now consider finite circular 
electrodes of radius r and area A separated by an axial distance d between 
emitter and collector and by a distance H between collector and auxiliary 
anode, as shora in Figure 19. It is assumed that recombination occurs 
and that a certain fraction of the emitted electrons are recollected, and 
that a certain fraction of the ions are absorbed by the collector. The 
important phenomenon of slow ion reflection will also be taken into ac­
count. 
In the formulation of the following theory it is assumed that the 
potential profile already discussed and shown in Figure 12 is present. In 
Figure 20 electrons are accelerated into the plasma by the potential 
J 2 
at a rate of — electrons/sec cm . Most of these do not return from the 
e ' 
plasma to the emitter due to the retarding potential profile. However, 
assuming that they have a Maxwellian velocity distribution within the 
plasma, a fraction, (l - p^ ), have sufficient energy to overcome the po­
tential V and return to the emitter. Therefore, the net rate of elec-hit y 
o 2 tron injection from emitter to plasma is — Pg electrons/sec cm . With­
in the plasma, the electrons are subjected to two types of electrostatic 
k2 
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forces. The main force caused "by the potential results in a drift to 
the collector. However, in a finite system there is also radial ambi-
polar diffusion. This is of consequence when the electron and ion den­
sities in the plasma are high. Although high densities are not used in 
practice, amhipolar diffusion will be considered here for completeness. 
When there is no interaction between the electrons and ions in a plasma, 
the density of both, at any given point, must be the same to maintain 
charge equilibrium. However, when the density is high, the electrons and 
ions interact. Consider the case of an arbitrary density distribution in 
space at time t = 0 as represented in Figure 21a. The electrons, whose 
mass is much less than that of the ions, diffuse faster and so the dis­
tribution in Figure 21b would be expected. However, when this occurs, an 
electric field results which accelerates the ions towards the low density 
regions yet retards the electrons, so that under equilibrium conditions 
the flow rates of ions and electrons from the high density region are 
equal. The electrons and ions which diffuse ambipolarily recombine in 
general when they reach the walls of the containment vessel. It is now 
assumed that a fraction, (l - p^ ,^ of the electrons which do not return to 
the emitter are lost from the plasma by ambipolar diffusion. Therefore, 
J 
the rate of electron loss from the plasma is Pg(l - p^ )^ — electrons/sec 
2 
cm . The rate of ion loss must then also be the same. 
Recombination of ions and electrons to form a neutral gas atom or 
molecule constitutes another cause of electron loss from the plasma. It 
is assumed that (l - p^ ) is the probability that an electron which has not 
returned from the plasma to the emitter or suffered an ambipolar diffusion 
will recombine with a positive ion to form a neutral atom or molecule. 
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Therefore, the loss rate of electrons from the plasma due to recombina-
2 tion is pgp^ (l - Pj,) — electrons/sec cm , A similar rate of ion loss 
is therefore assumed. Ambipolar diffusion and recombination constitute 
the principle means of electron loss from the plasma; therefore, the rate 
of arrival of electrons at the collector, under equilibrium conditions, 
2 is PgPg_P^  — electrons/sec cm . Of these, a fraction ix are assumed to ' 
penetrate through into the auxiliary discharge region so that the rate of 
Jo 2 
absorption of electrons by the collector is P-gPg_P^  o; — electrons/sec cm 
and the rate of arrival of electrons in the auxiliary discharge region is 
E^^ afr electrons/sec cm^ . In the auxiliary region, the pre­
dominant force is that due to the accelerating potential E and so ambi­
polar diffusion & recombination are neglected. If the probability of 
impact ionization between an electron and a gas atom or molecule during 
the time an electron is being accelerated from the collector to the aux-
J 
iliary anode is p^ , the rate of ion production is PgPg_P^  o; p^  ions/sec 
2 
cm . As in the infinite case, it is assumed that a fraction of these 
ions penetrate the collector and enter the main discharge region. Thus, 
the rate of arrival of ions in the main discharge region is p^ p^ p op. k jli & T ]_ 1Ï1 
o . / 2 
— lons/sec cm . 
e ' 
Due to the potential profile at the collector, slow ions are attracted 
to it from the main plasma. However, due to the phenomena of slow ion re­
flection, the number of these ions actually absorbed is relatively small. 
Let (l - p^ ) be the probability that a slow ion is absorbed by the col­
lector from the main discharge region. Then, the net rate of arrival of 
J 
slow ions into the main discharge region is p„p p o; p. k p — ions/ 
a r 1 m c e ' 
2 
sec cm . These ions are subject to ambipolar diffusion and recombination. 
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but the rate of loss is the same as for electrons and has already been 
calculated. Therefore, the rate of ion arrival at the emitter is 
J J J 
Wr a Pc f f f 
or 
J 
« Pi \ Pg + P^Pp - IT ions/sec cm''. (3) 
These ions which reach the emitter are not immediately absorbed but ac­
cording to Gabor (l?) are reflected with a probability R. As a result, 
i R 
each ion makes an average of g passages through the emitter sheath 
and so as far as space charge neutralization is concerned each ion, which 
1 + R 
1 - R 
How, from Langmuir's classical probe theory an unrejected ion of mass M 
is eventually absorbed by the emitter, does the work of —  ^ions. 
M 
can neutralize the space charge due to the single passage of ^  — elec­
trons through the emitter sheath. Therefore, when reflection is consider­
ed, one ion can neutralize  ^^ j ^  ^ electrons on the average. 
Therefore, p_(p p ap.k p t p p - l) ~ ions neutralize 
' ^E ^ a r 1 m c a r e 
PE(% » Pi Pc + PaPr - T ll-T? I ( ™ electrons. 
!° fl + R1 
e [1 - RJ '1 m 
Jo 2 
But the rate of electron emission is initially — electrons/sec cm and 
® J 
the rate of electron return through the emitter sheath is (l - p^ ) — 
2 
electrons/sec cm ; therefore, the total electron space charge neutralized 
by the ions is associated with an electron flow rate through the sheath of 
J J JT 
+ (1 - p^ ) ~ ~ (2 - Pg) — electrons/sec cm (4) 
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Therefore, 
( 2  - Pg) = pj,{p^p  ^ Of p. p  ^ + Pa& - f {rrij lli ' 
which becomes 
1 + R M (PA " I'i '"m "c + Vr -12:^; "I 
E ' " 
1 -  R 
= 1 (5) 
Equation 5 is the critical auxiliary discharge equation and must be satis­
fied for equilibrium conditions when the system is operating under space 
charge limited conditions. 
Determination of Terms in the Critical Equation 
The basis of the approach to the theoretical model of the auxiliary 
discharge thermionic converter having been presented, it is now necessary 
to find a means of determining each of the parameters of the critical 
equation. Therefore, it is necessary to express each in terms of plasma 
or electrode properties which may be experimentally observed by means of 
recognized methods. Thus, temperature, pressure and linear dimensions as 
well as electron temperature and density are acceptable. 
Probability of reabsorption of emitted electron 
J 
It is assumed that ~ primary electrons per second enter the plasma 
from the emitter and that the probability of such an electron being re­
absorbed by the emitter is (l - p^ ). Therefore we can write 
1 - Pe = Rate of electron return to emitter 
Rate of electron emission from the emitter 
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In order to calculate the rate of electron return to the emitter, it is 
necessary to know the random electron current in the plasma at the emitter. 
This may be expressed, in terms of the average electron concentration n 
eE 
in the plasma at the emitter and the average electron velocity v as 6iii 
e^E ^  "^ eE Ç . The average electron velocity may be related to the electron 
temperature by • ' 
r 
8k T 
e^E 
eE , 
mn 
where T^ g is the electron temperature in the plasma at the emitter and k 
is the Boltzmann constant. Due to the presence of a retarding potential 
at the emitter, the current which penetrates the barrier is less than iil 
the random current but is exponentially related to it by 
exp 
e V, 
Ef 
k T 
eE 
The electron current from the plasma to the emitter is then 
1 
e^ p 
e V. 
Ef 
k T 
eE 
and the rate of electron return to the emitter is 
! k T 
eE 
eE 
I 2 TT m 
exp 
-  e  Y,  Ef 
k T eEj 
The probability of an emitted electron being reabsorbed by the emitter is 
then 
k9 
t I 
n _ e k T „ 
1-%" -f- srf 
 ^"^ Ef 
k %eE 
(6) 
The electron temperature is the sum of the electron temperature as it 
Q 
leaves the emitter and — which corresponds to the increase in elec­
tron temperature on entering the plasma through the net potential difference 
of volts at the emitter sheath. 
Probability of ambipolar diffusion of electrons 
The probability of ambipolar diffusion of electrons from the main 
discharge region is 
2_ _ p = Rate of ambipolar electron diffusion 
 ^ Rate of electron production 
As was discussed previously, under equilibrium conditions, an electro­
static field develops which causes equalization of the rate of electron 
and ion diffusion to the walls of the containment vessel. In other words 
P + = r e, where i + and ' e are the ambipolar flow rates of the ions 
and electrons respectively. It is therefore possible to write flow equa­
tions for the ions and electrons, where it is assumed that the electron 
and ion distribution is symmetrical about the axis of the cylindrical con­
tainment vessel of radius r and height d as in Figure 22. 
Considering the positive ions, the flow equation may be written as 
P+ = n+v^  = (?) 
where n^  and v^  are the positive ion density and velocity respectively at 
a point (a,0,z) within the vessel and and are the average diffusion 
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CO.) ch 
Figure 21. Electron and ion density distribution (a) before and 
(b) during ambipolar diffusion 
Figure 22. Plasma containment vessel showing dimensions used in 
ambipolar diffusion calculations 
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coefficient and average mobility (8) respectively. represents the 
field produced "by the space charge. Expressed in terms of velocity Equa­
tion 7 becomes 
% ' —^  Ms 
"+ 
A similar equation may be written for electrons 
-D Vn 
e e 
n 
E^  may now be eliminated from both equations and on setting n^ » n^  = n 
V n, «Vn = V n 
+ e 
and v+« Vg = V, the result 
V = - ^  ^ 
n 
(8) 
is obtained. The quantity in parentheses is a diffusion coefficient for 
the positive ions and electrons interacting on each other so that they 
both diffuse together. This quantity is called the ambipolar diffusion 
coefficient and is defined as 
D = 
a 
M.+ + M-e 
(9) 
which gives 
vn = 
-D V n 
a 
(10) 
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In order to obtain the ambipolar diffusion equation, consider the 
transient situation for which the continuity equation for the time varia­
tion in concentration in any element of space may be written as 
^ .  r  - v  = 0 ,  
which on substituting for T from Equation 10 gives the ambipolar diffusion 
equation 
ft' (W 
Diffusion is exponential in nature under transient conditions, so 
that the particle density at any particular time may be given as 
n(a,z,0,t) = N(a,z,0) exp(-t/T ) ,  
where T is the ambipolar diffusion decay constant. Under these conditions 
the diffusion equation becomes 
D^ y^ n = -n/T  (12) 
or, 
" = 0 (13) 
8, 
This equation is a standard characteristic value problem whose solution 
depends on the geometry of the container in which the diffusion takes 
place. For cylindrical geometry with radial and axial dependence Equation 
13 gives the separated equations. 
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+ na^  = 0 (l4) 
dz 
 ^+ a g + P^ a^ n = 0, (l5) 
da 
where 
5  ^ - ' 9, 
and a and p are constants. The solution to Equation l4 is of the form 
n = n^  cos dz, which satisfies the boundary conditions of zero particle 
concentration at the walls of the container if a =  ^. 
The solution to Equation 15 is of the form n = n^ J^ (Pa), which satis­
fies the boundary conditions if J^ (Pr) = 0, or P = — 
Therefore, the complete solution is of the form 
/ TTZ ^ 
n = n cos — J 
o do 
2.405 a (16) 
If A = D^ t is defined as the diffusion length squared, then 
 ^ , h)' . ' (17) 
The rate of ambipolar electron diffusion may now be calculated from 
Equation 11, which becomes from Equation 12 
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Thus the rate of electron ambipolar diffusion out of an elemental volume 
dV is given by 
nD^ 
dV electrons/sec 
and the total diffusion rate from the volume V is 
D D n V 
J n^ dV = • ^  electrons/sec (l8) 
where is the average electron concentration in the plasma and V is 
the volume of the container. 
The probability therefore of an electron undergoing an ambipolar 
diffusion is 
( JZ ) 
1 - Pa = J (19) 
-2 n r^  
e 
An expression which permits the approximation of the ambipolar diffusion 
coefficient may be obtained by the use of the relationship between mobil­
ity and diffusion coefficients, D = ^  ^ T, in Equation 9j giving. 
Due to the greater mobility of the electrons, this expression is approxi­
mated closely by D = — u,, (T + T ) for the complete volume, where T +T 
a e +p e g' ' e g 
is the average of the sum of the electron and gas temperatures, and the 
ion temperature approximates that of the gas. The use of this expression 
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in Equation 19 gives 
 ^- Ta - VV U 2 )^  -^  ( ^4^ )= ] (20) 
The average positive ion mobility is a term which is not directly 
available from recognized plasma observationsj however, its relationship 
to resistivity may be used for its evaluation, giving 
+ p_) 
Here is the average contribution to plasma resistivity that is due to 
ion-neutral atom collision and p_|_^  is that due to ion-ion collision. 
The resistivity is given by 
° 
where is the mobility of the ions in the neutral gas, which in the 
case of an argon-neon Penning mixture is the mobility of argon ions in 
the neon gas. Brown (6) gives the value of at 291° K and 760 mm Hg as 
7.6 cm^ /volt sec , which at the gas temperature T ° .K and gas pressure P 
 ^ ë 
mm Hg is 7.6 ( )( ). Therefore, Equation 22 becomes 
P+n " n^^  ^""t^  ^ (23) 
+P g 
The resistivity p^  ^is given by 
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where jj,^  ^ is the mobility of positive ions under the influence of other 
positive ions. It is assumed that collision between two positive ions 
takes place when the distance between them is less than or equal to r+^ , 
the collision radius, which is given by 
2 
® = k T__ ( 2 5 )  
as is consistant with assumptions made in kinetic collision theory. Some 
simplifying assumptions are made in estimating j . If it is assumed that 
the ions start with zero gas velocity in the direction of the field after 
each collision, the distance an ion travels in time t, with constant ac­
celeration a, is 
s = t^  (26) 
The assumption of an initial velocity of zero in the direction of the field 
is an acceptable first approximation, since for each ion with a positive 
initial velocity there will be, on the average, another with an equal 
negative velocity. The acceleration may be found by assuming the ions 
have a charge e of a single electron, so for an ion mass M the accelera­
tion due to a field E is Ee/M. Then, from Equation 26, 
1 Ee / / \2 
s = 2 WT (=/c+p) ' 
where t is the ratio between the path length of a particular ion and c^ ^^ s 
its average thermal velocity. 
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Integrating to obtain the average distance traveled by W ions, 
N 
s = 
0 
Ee / X dN 
2 M I c,_ / W ' 
+P 
where dH/N is the proportion of the particles having free paths between x 
and X + dx. Assuming that the number of ions having collisions in the 
interval between x and x + dx is proportional to the number entering this 
interval and the length of the interval, it is found that 
m 
= ^  exp (-x/L ), ax 
"++ 
where , is the mean free path. Then. 
s = %— 
 ^ 2Mc, 
r)CO 
'+P ++ 
X exp(-x/L,,) dx 
• Ee L 
s = '++ 
Mc 
(27) 
The average tijne T between collisions is T 
velocity is 
F _ Ee 
""d T MT 
++ 
and the average drift 
'+P 
Then the mobility is 
M'++ 
E Mc 
+P 
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In terms of r ^ ,^ 
so the resistivity is 
- 2 
P++ =  ^^ ++ (28) 
2 
The mean plasma thermal velocity is related to the gas temperature T^  by 
= # k Tg 
Therefore, 
3k T^  
and since 
2 
e 
M 
= k Tr 
^++ 
2 
Therefore, 
P++ " TT e^ /6M' 
(^ TT e^ f (k Tg)3/2 
(29) 
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The probability of ambipolar diffusion may now he determined by sub­
stituting for and in Equation 21 using this result in Equation 20,  
giving 
1 
Probability of electron-ion recombination 
When the sources of ionization are removed from an ionized gas, it 
quickly returns to a neutral state. This is due to the ambipolar diffu­
sion of ions and electrons to the walls, as well as recombination of elec­
trons and ions in the volume of the gas. In general, the recombination 
process may be divided into two main types ; ion-ion recombination and 
direct electron-ion recombination (3). In either case, the loss of ions 
is proportional to the ion concentration, so that 
dn, dn 
dt dt +p ep' a n, n 
where a is the recombination coefficient for the particular situation. 
Since the positive and negative particle concentrations are equal, n 
+P 
n = n. Then, 
ep 
dn _ 2 
which specifies the rate of loss of charged particles from the plasma that 
is due to recombination. 
6o 
In the case of ion-ion recombination, an electron first attaches 
itself to a neutral atom and then this negative ion collides with a posi­
tive ion and the recombination process is completed. The relative im­
portance of this process depends on the probability of electron attach­
ment, which varies considerably with different gases and also is very de­
pendent on impurities present in the system. However, for the noble 
gases, the probability of attachment is found to be negligible (9), and 
so ion-ion recombination may be neglected for a noble gas Penning mix­
ture . 
The recombination of electrons and ions takes place by the mechanisms 
of radiative and dissociative recombination. In radiative recombination 
an electron coming close to a positive ion drops into a low-lying elec­
tronic orbit and radiates its excess energy. The probability for such a 
recombination has been calculated, using quantum mechanics, and a recom­
bination coefficient of 10 cm^ /sec has been predicted but this does not 
agree in order of magnitude with experimental determinations. Although 
relatively few determinations have been made, most place the radiative 
recombination coefficient, o;^ , in the range of 10 to 3-^  x 10 cm^ / 
sec. Using a probe technique, Kenty (27) measured the radiative recom­
bination in argon at an electron temperature of 3100° K and found ^  = 
2 X 10 cm^ /sec. 
The mechanism of dissociative recombination consists of the combina­
tion of a positive molecular ion and an electron, resulting in the dis­
sociation of the molecule into two neutral parts by the process 
Xï"*" + e —^  X + Y 
6l 
In this case, agreement is found between theory and experiment. For pure 
argon, a particularly high dissociative recombination coefficient of 
3 X lO"^ cm^/sec is obtained. Using a microwave technique, Biondi (3) 
showed that this high value is due to the presence of argon molecules. 
The following process takes place, 
A"^  + 2A —Ag + A. 
However, atomic argon atoms result if argon ions are formed by collision 
with metastable atoms only. In the specific case of a neon-argon Penning 
mixture, where argon atoms collide with metastable neon atoms, the process 
I 
is 
Ee™ + A —^  A + Ne + e 
In this case, no dissociative recombination is possible; therefore, since 
radiative and dissociate recombination are both eliminated, plasma decay 
must be by diffusion alone. This is verified by Biondi (3) for a mixture 
of helium-0.1% argon. Therefore, in subsequent calculations involving 
noble gas Penning mixtures, p may be taken as equal to unity. 
If recombination must be taken into account, e.g. using a single gas, 
then the probability of an electron recombining in passing through the 
main plasma is calculated as follows : 
2_ _ p = Rate of electron recombination 
r Rate of electron emission from emitter 
2^  2 
a n d TT r 
r ep 
— 2 
J /e TT r 
o' 
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e a 
(31) 
Probability of electron entering the auxiliary region 
The probability a of an electron entering the auxiliary region from 
the main discharge region is dependent mainly on the dimensions of the 
collector aperture and the geometric configuration of the collector. 
While it may be possible to set up a mathematical model to represent the 
complex transition from the main discharge plasma to the auxiliary dis­
charge plasma for very simple geometry, it is unlikely that this could 
be expressed in terms of parameters readily available from standard plasma 
measurements. In practice, as will be discussed, the collector may be 
fabricated from such geometrically complex components as woven wire mesh, 
or perforated sheet. In order to develop a realistic mathematical model, 
consideration would have to be taken of the variation of the potential 
profile within the perforations as well as in front of the complete col­
lector. It seems highly improbable that direct measurements, which would 
permit determination of the internal potential profile, could be made. 
Consideration has also been given to the possibility of adapting the 
work which has been done on the analysis of potential conditions within 
the grids of both vacuum tubes and such gas filled tubes as thyratrons. 
In practice various geometries have been considered and empirical char­
acteristics have been developed for vacuum tubes. However, since the re­
lationships are empirical, it is impossible to introduce them into the 
complete converter model as general expressions. In addition, complex­
ities would certainly arise due to the presence of two different plasmas. 
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consisting of neutral atoms, molecules, positive ions and electrons, 
rather than a simple vacuum. 
With the foregoing in mind, a completely different approach was made 
to the problem and an expression for o; was obtained in terms of other more 
readily determinable parameters. Consider the basic circuit in Figure 11. 
I is the load current and is therefore the sum of the rate of electron 
L 
departure from the emitter and the rate of positive ion arrival at the 
2 
emitter. The electron departure rate is p^  J^ /e electrons/sec cm for 
electrodes of unit area. 
From the analysis leading to the formulation of the critical equa­
tion, the rate of ion return for a net electron departure rate of Pg J^ /e 
is, by Equation 3, 
2 
PgCPaPr « Pi^ m^ c a^^ r " ions/sec cm , 
Using Equation k, this becomes 
(2 - Pg) [r^ ] (Jo/®) ions/sec cm^  
Therefore, the net rate of negative charge departure from the emitter, the 
load current, is 
Il = PgJg + (2 - Pg) JQ m^ps/cm^ . (32) 
From circuit analysis, the current to the collector is if 
I is the auxiliary current. I is the net arrival rate of negative 
a 9, 
charge at the auxiliary anode and, from Figure 20, it is seen to be 
6k 
2 
= PgPgPr o; (1 + p^ ) amps/cm . (33) 
The ratio of auxiliary current to load current may now be expressed 
as 
This is an important relationship in an auxiliary discharge system, where 
the relative magnitude of the auxiliary current has a significant influence 
on the overall efficiency of the converter. 
This relationship is now used in conjunction with the critical equa­
tion to find an expression for a. It has been shown already that p^  may 
be taken as unity and it will be shown that p^  is very close to unity so 
that the critical equation, Equation 5 may be approximated by 
'a 
) /îâJW 
(34) 
ï4| (Pa + 2% - ° 1 (35) 
Since 
% M is of the order of 10 
2 -PE 4 % 
Equation 35 becomes 
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therefore 
Pg_ « (l + ap^ k^ ). (36) 
Using the same approximations, Equation 34 becomes 
\ 1 
ÎI 
Upon substituting for p^  from Equation 36, this becomes 
I 
a = 
Solving for a, 
I 
a 
^ PA 
i + Pi 
" • 17 (1 + Pi - PA \l\'> • (37) 
Jj 
Further, for a probability of ionization of about unity and auxiliary 
to load current ratios of about 1:30, 01 may be approximated by 
a = (lg_/lj^ )(l + p^ ) (38) 
The reciprocal of a is plotted against the probability of ioniza­
tion for various current ratios in Figure 23, As expected, as the prob­
ability of ionization increases at fixed current ratios, the fraction of 
electrons required by the auxiliary discharge decreases (l/a increases). 
Probability of ionization 
It is assumed that the converter is filled with a neon-argon Penning 
mixture and that the auxiliary system is adjusted to operate under optimum 
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J^&fiBiUTy OFJOHIZATIOM [p^] 
Figure 23. Variation of l/a with the probability of ionization for 
various current ratios 
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conditions. As shown in Figure 17, optimum ionization conditions are 
achieved with a mixture of 1000 parts of neon to one part argon if the 
potential gradient per unit pressure E/P is adjusted to 3.8 volts/cm mm Hg. 
The ionization coefficient, T], thus achieved is 3-9 x 10 ^  ion pair s/volt. 
Since the potential profile in the auxiliary discharge regions is not 
linear in general, the optimum value of E/P may not be achieved through­
out the discharge region. From Figure I7, it is apparent that operation 
should be with an E/P greater, rather than less than, the optimum since 
the ionization coefficient rapidly decreases as E/P is reduced from 3-8 
volts/cm mm Hg. In this way, most of the discharge region operates at, 
or above, 3-8 volts/cm mm Hg and is an effective ion source. 
The probability of an electron which enters the auxiliary region 
producing an ion is (i+3) 
p^  = T| E^  ion pairs/electron (39) 
Operation is at E/P =3.8 volts/cm mm Hg; therefore 
E = 3-8 P volts/cm (4o) 
and 
E^  = E h volts, (4l) 
where h is the length of the region within which effective ionization 
takes place. 
The substitution of Equation 4o and Equation 4l into Equation 39 re­
sults in 
= 3.8 ri h P 
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= 3.8 X 3.9 X 10"^  h P 
= 0.l48 h P ion pairs/electron (42) 
It has been assumed that all ions are formed in the auxiliary region. 
However, as pointed out be Gabor (l?), some metastable atoms may be swept 
into the main discharge region, where they then become ions. However, 
since the concept of an ion wind is rather transcendental, the effect is 
not taken into account. 
Probability of an ion entering the emitt er-colle etor region 
The ions in the plasma of the auxiliary discharge are subjected to 
the ionizing potential and are accelerated towards the collector. It is 
reasonable to assume that the majority of ions which reach the collector 
are fast; therefore, the phenomenon of slow ion reflection discovered by 
Gabor does not arise in this case. It is also reasonable to assume that 
those ions accelerated towards the perforations in the collector pass 
through without being neutralized, while those which collide with the 
walls of the collector are neutralized and so lost from the process. On 
the average, the fraction of fast ions which are not absorbed and neu­
tralized by the collector is given directly by the ratio of open to total 
collector area. Therefore, 
. = Open area of collector 
lïi Total area of collector (43) 
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Thus, even for complicated collector geometry, it is a simple matter to 
determine k . 
m 
Consider the case of a woven wire mesh with M wires per unit length in 
one direction and wires per unit length in the other. If the diameter 
of the wire is d units, k^  may be calculated by considering Figure 24a. 
k = (1/M - d)(l/K - d) = - d(M + n) + 1 (44) 
 ^ ï/m 
Another form of collector is a perforated sheet as shown in Figure 
24b. In this case 
where d is the diameter of the holes and M and N are the number of holes 
per unit length in each direction respectively. 
Probability of slow ion capture by collector 
It is assumed that the fast ions injected into the main discharge 
I 
region become randomized before any are captured by the collector. Or, 
in other words, all the ions reaching the collector from the main discharge 
are slow. Therefore, conditions at the collector are similar to those at 
the emitter as far as slow ion reflection and potential profile are con­
cerned. However, since ions are being considered, the sheath profile has 
no retarding influence and it may be assumed that the random ion current 
flows from the plasma to the collector. However, since these are slow 
ions, there is a probability R of each being reflected. As a result, the 
ion current actually absorbed by the collector is (l - R) times the ion 
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Figure 2k.  Collector configuration for (a) woven mesh and 
(b) punched sheet 
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random current in the plasma. The probability of an ion which enters the 
main discharge region being absorbed as a slow ion by the collector is 
then defined as 
 ^ _ Slow ion random current absorbed by collector from dark plasma 
c^ Fast ion current entering dark plasma from auxiliary region 
The random ion current density in the plasma at the collector is giv­
en by 
where n^  ^and v_|_^  are the average ion density and the average ion velocity, 
respectively, in the plasma at the collector. Then, the slow ion current 
to the collector is 
n, e V 
-l (1 - K)(l - kj 
Since the average ion velocity 
+C /I TT M 
and n, = n the slow ion current is then 
+c ec 
r ' 
n e(l - R)(l - k^ ) . / IflS (47) 
ec M /(/ Zn M 
The factor (l - k ) accounts for the collector configuration. It is 
m 
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assumed that slow ions which diffuse towards the auxiliary discharge 
region througji the collector are returned to the main discharge region 
without being collected at the collector. The fast ion current entering 
the dark plasma from the auxiliary discharge region has been found to be 
PgPaPr ® p^ k^ J^ /e ions/sec. By using Equation 33, this may be put in the 
form 
•r—r k I /e ions/sec 1 + p^  m a' ' 
The probability of slow ion absorption by the collector is then 
i - P ^ =  ^  ( x - E ) ( ^ - i ) ( - i . l )  K  ( 4 8 )  
a  m i "  
Upon substituting Equation 42 for p^  this becomes 
1 - (1 - E)( - 1)( + 1) J ^ to) 
a m I 
Determination of Resistive Potential Drop within the Main Plasma 
As previously discussed, it is assumed that a linear potential gra­
dient is due to the plasma resistivity, p , which is composed of the sum 
ep 
of p 5 due to electron neutral atom collision, and p ,, due to electron 
en e^+ 
positive ion collision. 
The electron neutral atom resistivity may be evaluated, according to 
Spitzer (4l), in terms of the average electron plasma temperature T , the 
ep 
elastic collision cross section for an electron gas atom collision q, and 
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the fraction f of ionized gas in the plasma. Thus, 
p - 2.2 X 10^  _£2— ohm cm (50) 
In order to determine q, a rough estimate must be made for " 
reasonable value is 3500° K, which has been used by Schultz ( 3 9 ) •  The 
corresponding electron energy within the plasma is then 3500 k/e = 0.302 
volts. The collision cross-section q has been evaluated theoretically 
and experimentally and Brown (6) reports and compares results. There is 
considerable discrepancy but, since experimental values for p^ , the elec­
tron-atom collision probability, are given for neon, these will be used. 
However, accurate values are not available for the low energy electrons 
under consideration but, of the three sets of available data, p^  = 3 
appears to be a suitable choice. The collision cross-section q is related 
2 in cm units to p^  by 
q = 0.283 X 10"^^ p^ cmf, (51) 
which gives the collision cross section for neon under operating condi­
tions as 
q = 0.283 X 10"^^ X 3 = 0.85 X 10^^ cm^. 
In light of the uncertainty of the data for p^ , it is appreciated that 
an error of 1000-2000° K in would not have altered significantly the 
value of p arrived at. 
c 
7h 
The fractional ionization in the main discharge is 
f _ Density of ions (or electrons) in the plasma Density of all particles in the plasma 
"ep 
"g ^  "ep 
Due to the fact that the dark plasma is weakly ionized, n^  ^« n^  (typ­
ically, n = 10^  n ) so that 
'  g ep' 
n 
f = .  
n^  may he expressed in terms of temperature and pressure using Gay-Lussac's 
Laws (9). 
n = 9-68 X lO^ G F 
g ' 
g 
where P is the pressure in mms of mercury. Thus, 
n T  ^
f = .Jt-i—^  (53) 
9.68 X 10 P 
Substituting for q and f in Equation 50 gives 
p = 2.2 X 10^  0.85 X 10 X 9-68 X 10 P 
en 1/ ep n T 
y ep g 
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.12 VTp p = 1.8 X 10 
en n T 
ep g 
ÊE ohm cms (54) 
Spitzer (4l) gives a relationship for the electron ion collision 
resistivity as 
Pg+ = 6.53 X 10^   ^
T 3/^  
ep 
ohm cm , (55) 
where 
X =  
2e-
T 3 
ep 
TTn 
ep 
2 
The combined resistivity of the discharge is then p = p + p 
"^ ep e^n e+ 
Although an electron current flows from the emitter into the plas­
ma, only a fraction, p^ J^ , commences its passage through and a fraction, 
p p J , reaches the collector. Therefore, the mean current through the 
JQPj, 
plasma is + p_p J ) or —— (l + p ). Therefore, the resistive Ë o E a o' 2 a' ' 
potential drop within the main discharge is 
Vp - Jo * IT (1 + Pep 
V = 
P 
/ V 1.8l X 10 12 i K  
"ep ^ g 
6.53 X 10^  p^ . 3 
T 3/2 
ep 
pT 3 
ep 
ee3 "ep 
volts (56) 
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Transient Analysis 
One of the important advantages of the auxiliary discharge system is 
its ability to modulate the power output. This is achieved simply by 
applying the modulating signal to the auxiliary electrode. Since the ion 
supply for space charge neutralization is completely dependent on the 
existance of a discharge in the auxiliary region, the power output may be 
virtually reduced to zero by dropping the auxiliary electrode potential 
below the ionizing potential of the filling gas. Above the operating 
potential, the rate of ion production varies with the magnitude of the 
applied auxiliary voltage. While this variation is not exactly linear 
for certain Penning mixtures, a close approximation may be obtained. 
From the characteristics of the neon-argon Penning mixture, as in Figure 
17, it is seen that an almost constant value of O.OI5 for the ion pair 
production per volt is obtained for E^ /p in the range above 2,0 volts/cm 
mm Hg if a neon -0.002 percent argon mixture is used. Although this is 
not the most efficient ionizing mixture, it would provide a close approx­
imation to a linear relationship between ion production and applied aux­
iliary potential. 
If the converter is to be modulated, it is important to analyze its 
transient response, determine the transfer function of the system and 
analyze the frequency limitations under specific conditions. In order to 
do this, a generalized expression will be found relating the charge den­
sity as a function of time and position in the plasma with the character­
istics of the plasma. It is assumed that the plasma is contained in a 
cylindrical vessel of radius r and height d. The filling gas is a Pen­
ning mixture in which recombination is assumed negligible. It is assumed 
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that the net rate of ion production within the main discharge region is 
q.(a,t) per unit volume. 
The ambipolar diffusion equation for ions or electrons is 
where n(a,t) and q(a,t) are the charged particle concentration and the 
rate of ion production, respectively, in the plasma as a function of 
time t, and radius a. is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient as de­
fined in Equation 9* 
In cylindrical coordinates, when the concentration is only radially 
dependent, 
Rate of change 
in concentration 
Rate of 
production diffusion 
Rate of 
 ^n(a,t) - q(a,t) - [-D^  V n(a,t)], (57) 
a da ,2 da 
(58) 
The diffusion equation then becomes 
dn 
dt 4  ^ s S )  ^da (59) 
This differential equation is solved using Bessel functions (4o). Multi­
ply both sides of the equation by a J^ (§^ a), where J^ (§^ a) is the zero 
order Bessell function and is such that J^ (§j^ r) = 0. Upon integrating 
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between zero and r with respect to a, the equation becomes 
# a J^ (Ç.a)da = D 
da 
a q(a,t)j^ (Ç^ a)da 
(60) 
Using the finite Hankie transform, 
.r 
n. a n(a,t) J^ (§^ a) da, 
dn 
dT ^ ^ a da 
Let 
I = < ^  + 7 3 % )  J  ( L a )  c L a  
da 2 a da ' |j, i 
Integrating by parts. 
I = 
- S ^,(5,a) dn da [a I.J '(Ç.a) + J (S a)]da 1 
•5i Ê J (E^ a) da 
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= n(r) n(a) [a§ J"(Ç a) + J'(§ a)]da 
-L |JL -L jjj X 
Therefore. 
^o-?l n(a) [a + J^ (aÇ^ )]da 
= 5. 
1 1 
a n(a) da ] = (62) 
The transformed equation is then 
dn _ 
lit + 0% Si oj = (63) 
which has the solution 
t 
nj(?i.t) = Q.j(Ç^ T) exp [-D^  (t - T)]  DT, (64) 
for the initial condition n (§.,0) = 0. The inverse is obtained by apply-
J 1 
ing the inverse Hankie transformation , so that 
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n(a,t) = Z 
r i [J^ (r?.)] 
exp[-D^ Ç^  (t - T)] dT (65) 
This is a general equation and may be modified for specific circum­
stances. For example, when the net rate of ion production is a constant 
g._ 
4j(5i) = (66) 
and 
n (a,t) = -— S 
1 [Jl(r5^ )]' 
e%p[-D^ g^  (t -  T)] dT 
° (r' - a^ ) - % Z 
551 V Ï 
J (ag.) p 
—Ô exp (-D § t) (67) 
As t approaches infinity this becomes 
, o^ / 2 2\ 
n(a,t) = (r - a ), (68) 
a 
which is the steady condition. 
If the net rate of ion production within the main plasma varies 
exponentially, q(t) = q^  exp(-t/T^ ), where is the time constant asso­
ciated with the net ion production rate. Then 
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2 
n(r,t) = -% Z. 
Jo(aS.) 
 ^[J\(rS,)] 2 
Ji (rS, ) % exp[-D^ §^  (t-T)-T/T^ ] dT 
 ^:i g/j'iry texp(-t/Tj - exp(-D^ ç/t)] 
This may be simplified by noting that 
f Î -
o ' a a' 
Therefore, 
J (a//TD 
n(a,t) = q T [  ^^  -l] exp (-t/T ) 
, "'(-"A't) (gg) 
where the sum is taken over all the positive roots of ~ 0» 
In a stable system there is a direct connection between the transient 
and frequency response. The gain and phase functions of a system may be 
found from its impulse response Y(t) by first finding itsi Laplace trans­
form Y(S) and then evaluating | Y(jw) | exp where Y(jw) is the 
amplitude function for positive frequency cu, and !|/(cd) is the phase func­
tion. In the present case, we assume an impulse input of ions to the 
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system independent of a, i.e., q.(a,t) = q,^ ô(t), where ô(t) is the Dirac-
delta function. Then 
r i [J^ (r§^ )] i^ 2 17 
<1qS(T) exp[-D^ S^ (t-T)] dT 
2q J_(a§.) 
^ i exp(-Dg^S.t) 
2q J (a§.) 
ï(s) =XCy(t)> -f s ;J^(r5.) exp(-D §. t-st) dt a 1 ' 
-1 
Y(ju)) = — E 
2q_ 0 1' 
r . (r§,} // H- D 2%.2' i "i 1" ^ i' 
exp(-ju)/D^ §^ ) (70) 
a 1 
The magnitude of the amplitude function is 
2q J (a§.) 
I ' f irW 
1 
Figure 25 shows a plot of this amplitude function with frequency for dif­
ferent values of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient D^ . The plot is for 
points at a radius a = 0.55 cms., with r = 1.1 cms. corresponding to 
typical experimental values. For operation at a frequency of 60 c.p.s., 
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Figure 25. Variation of converter response with the 
frequency of the ion supply 
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or 377 r.p.s., an anibipolar diffusion coefficient greater than 500 cm /sec 
would be required for acceptable magnitude and phase response. The above 
analysis is conservative in that the initial conditions assume no plasma 
present within the diode space. Under operating conditions, such a plasma 
would exist with an axial potential gradient associated with the plasma 
resistive drop. This gradient would assist polar diffusion and so reduce 
the plasma time constant. As a result, ambipolar diffusion coefficients 
smaller than those obtained from the above analysis would be acceptable. 
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EXPERIMENTAI, INVESTIGATION 
Since no experimental work on the Gabor type converter system has 
been reported from within the United States and the only source is the 
Imperical College of London, England, any initial experimental work calls 
for an analysis which would serve to supplement the rather scanty informa­
tion available. Also, the report of such a low auxiliary to main dis­
charge current ratio requires verification, since it leads to the contra­
vention of Langmuir's long established probe theory. 
The following are the main objectives: 
1. To design, construct and operate a system employing the aux­
iliary discharge converter mode. 
2. To verify Gabor's findings (l6) of a low auxiliary to main current 
ratio. 
3. To develop an emitter material with suitable mechanical and elec­
trical properties. 
4. To analyze the problems confronting the development of such a 
converter from both the experimental and commercial development viewpoint. 
It should be noted that the objective of this work is not to produce 
a device which converts heat to electricity, but to produce a device whose 
internal plasma characteristics and mode of operation are the same as 
those in an actual energy converter operating in the Gabor mode. The new 
discovery of slow ion reflection and production of a dark plasma in the 
emitter collector region by means of a combination of electrons from the 
emitter and positive ions from a separate region are the main sources of 
interest and are those whose satisfactory investigation will be given 
priority in all cases. 
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Converter Design 
Configuration 
Most experimental systems are based on either cylindrical or planer 
geometry. In this case, planer electrodes were decided upon because 
variation of electrode spacing may be accomplished simply during testing 
and the theoretical analysis is relatively simple for a planer system. 
Basic dimensions are governed by the emitter heater capacity of 
about 150 watts. It was decided to use an emitter of about 1 cm radius. 
For auxiliary discharge systems the emitter-collector spacing is generally 
between 3 &nd 5 ims. Figure 26 shows the design initially proposed for 
the experimental system. The emitter rests on a cylindrical heat shield, 
within which a heating element is supported by a ceramic frame. The col­
lector consists of a fine wire mesh with concentric cylinders attached. 
This is supported at its center by a thin rod which screws into a fixed 
socket. Thus, by rotating the rod, the emitter-collector spacing may be 
adjusted. 
The addition of the concentric cylinders to the collector is prompted 
by the results of a theoretical investigation made by H. A. Fatmi (13). 
The same conclusion may be reached by an intuitive argument. 
Assuming an equipotential plasma, the electrons tend to diffuse un-
preferentially to both the emitter and collector and so, in terms of elec-
A 
trode areas, the collector receives a fraction -r—, . of the total elec-
c a 
tron current to the electrodes. Thus, the larger the effective collector 
area the greater is the electron current drawn from the plasma. While the 
assumption of an equipotential plasma and the neglection of ambipolar dif­
fusion are by no means accurate, the intuitive result indicates that it is 
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Figure 26. Cross-section of the auxiliary discharge system 
initially proposed 
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beneficial as far as electrons are concerned, to use a collector of area 
larger than the emitter. No mention is made by Fatmi of the effect a 
large emitter area has on the ion flow from the auxiliary region to the 
emitter. Certainly the loss of ions to the collector is increased but, 
since ion reflection is still assumed to exist, this loss remains relative­
ly small. Also, the variation of the ambipolar diffusion with the geo­
metric configuration of the collector has been neglected. This diffusion 
loss varies directly with the interelectrode space and inversely with the 
square of the effective emitter area. If a collector is used which in 
effect subdivides the dark plasma into separate cells, ambipolar loss may 
I be expected to increase. 
Since the plasma characteristics of the Gabor mode are of primary 
interest, a simple planer configuration is of great advantage from the 
analytical viewpoint. It was therefore decided to modify the initial 
design by removing the concentric cylinders so that the main discharge 
region has simple planer geometry. 
In order to contain both the dark and luminous plasmas, both regions 
are surrounded by a 2.2 cm internal diameter quartz tube. This tube, as 
well as being capable of withstanding high temperatures, is transparent 
and so facilitates the observation of the electrodes and the interelec­
trode regions. This is important since an optical pyrometer is used 
for temperature measurements and a luminous discharge must be present in 
the auxiliary discharge region when operating in the correct mode. The 
auxiliary anode is also formed by wire mesh in order to permit easy obser­
vation of the auxiliary region. The initial heater design was found to 
be rather complicated and a simpler design was adopted consisting of a 
spiral "pan-cake" tungsten coil supported by its own leads as shown in 
Figure 27 and spot welded to the tungsten-nickel feed-through leads. The 
heat shield was also redesigned to take the form of two concentric nickel 
cylinders attached by three small spot-welded strips about its base. A 
cap on the inner heat shield forms the base plate for the emitter mate­
rial. This has a 0.7 -mm circular depression of I.6I cms in diameter. The 
collector is fabricated from a 100 x 100, 0.00^ +5 ins. diameter nickel 
mesh, spot-welded to a cross of nickel to act as a support. The cross is 
in turn spot-welded to a stainless steel rod. This rod carries a 3.6 cm 
bar of soft iron which may be magnetized by induction and used for rotat­
ing the rod and so adjusting the interelectrode spacing. The quartz 
containment tube rests on supports about the outer heat shield and is 
capped by the auxiliary anode. 
The selection of a suitable containment vessel proved quite a prob­
lem. Initially it was proposed to use a bell-jar system mounted on a 
-8 
stainless steel base plate. However, since vacuums to 10 mm Hg are re­
quired during processing of the electrodes, it was felt that this require­
ment exceeded the range of such a system. Complete glass containment was 
then considered. This has the great disadvantage of not permitting adjust­
ment or repair of the system once it has been enclosed. Also, there are 
many fabrication problems due to the intricate nature of the assembly. 
However, a suitable envelope was available with seven tungsten feed-
through leads with individual current capacities of 20 amps and this was 
used. 
A platinum/platinum-13-percent rhodium thermocouple spot-welded to 
the inner heat shield, close to the emitter, and a small hole in the 
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Figure 27. Cross-section of the auxiliary discharge system in 
the final form 
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outer heat shield permit both electrical and optical temperature measure­
ment. Nickel, platinum, tungsten and stainless steel were used in the 
fabrication of the system. The fabrication proved difficult due to the 
small dimensions and the accuracy required. It was not possible to cut 
the glass envelope close to the base, and as a result the protruding 
glass rim prevented radial access to the lower part of the assembly. A 
means of overcoming this problem was observed at the University of London, 
England, where all electrode and heater leads are joined to the feed-
through leads by means of cylindrical coupling sleeves with radial screws. 
This simple arrangement permits the free assembly of the electrode sys­
tem apart from the glass envelope, and at any time permits ready removal 
of the system from the base for repair or adjustment. 
Emitter design 
An emitter work function of about 2.3 eV represents a suitable com­
promise between the output voltage and current density requirements, at 
an acceptable emitter temperature. Most of the elements have work func­
tions in the range from 3 to 5 eV but a relatively small number have work 
functions between 2 and 3 eV. Table 1 lists these elements. Accurate 
determination of a material's work function is very difficult, since it 
is so dependent on surface phenomena such as attached impurities, crystal 
structure, smoothness etc. In any case, even if accurate values were 
available for the perfect material they would not be of great signifi­
cance since contamination can be expected in a practical converter. Vari­
ations in the work function actually achieved may be as much or more than 
0.5 eV from that observed under the best measurement conditions. 
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Table 1. Work function 0.of pure metals 
Material Work function 
0 (eV) 
L. 2.48 1 
N 2.28 
a 
K 2.22 
1.93 s 
B 2.51 
a 
C 2.84 
e 
From the work function viewpoint, L^ , or K would be acceptable; how­
ever, they are immediately rejected in this case due to their low melting 
points of 459° K, 370.5° K and 335-3° K respectively. The use of a 
cesium coating introduces the containment problems and most of those of 
the cesium converter. So this too is rejected. The work function of 
pure cesium is 2.84 eV and under practical conditions could be expected 
to increase to about 3*0 eV. Barium then promises to be the most suitable 
of the pure metals. 
Numerous composite emitters have been investigated and most present 
relatively low work functions. The structure consists of a bare mate­
rial which is impregnated with an atomic film of some other material. The 
combination is found to result in a work function less than that of either 
of the two separate materials. Of those in Table 2 the thoriated tung­
sten emitter is in most general commercial use, however its work function 
is not low enough. 
Table 2. Work functions jzS of atomic filjn emitters 
Emitter Work functions 
0 (eV) 
W-C 
s 
W-B 9, 
W-T 
h 
W—B —0 
1.6k 
1.56 
2.86 
2.52 
The oxide-coated or Wehnelt emitter comprises a base metal, such as 
nickel, tungsten or one of a large number of alloys, coated with the 
oxides of barium and strontium. This type of emitter is used very exten­
sively commercially. It has the property, as will be discussed, of per­
mitting its work function to be decreased, by an activation process, from 
about 3.0 eV to as low as 1,5 eV. For this reason, and the fact that high 
purity oxides are available from most electron tube manufacturers, it was 
decided to use an oxide coated emitter. Several means of coating are 
employed. It may be applied by spraying and using a nitrocellulose binder, 
or by bench coating. The latter consists of passing the backing metal 
over revolving wheels in a cup of coating, then through an electric fur­
nace. The coating is built up in several layers. 
9h 
A more sophisticated process for depositing colloidal carbonates 
makes use of electrophoresis. The base material is placed in a suspen­
sion of the coating and an electric field applied between it and another 
electrode. The suspended particles become charged at one electrode and 
migrate to the other where they are deposited if conditions are suitable 
there. The quantity deposited depends on the concentration, applied 
voltage, and time. 
In order to examine the coating process, a number of tests were made. 
Nickel electrodes were thoroughly cleaned, placed in the colloidal liquid 
and a constant potential of 100 V was applied between the electrodes. It 
was found that the organic liquids used to suspend the 1:1 Barium-Stron­
tium carbonate mixture have considerable influence on the yield. For 
example, amyl alcohol gives a much greater deposit than ethyl alcohol. 
The bond between the deposited coating and the core metal is also greatly 
dependent on the type of liquid. Coatings obtained from methyl alcohol 
show a very poor bond, while those obtained from acetone adhere well. 
Impurities in the electrophoretic bath alter the concentration of ions 
and the conductivity of the bath and so produce considerable differences 
in the electrophoretic yield which may lead to a change in the direction 
of deposition. 
When examined under a microscope, the coatings were found to be 
relatively uniform and it was found that coatings formed with large inter-
electrode distances were smoother than those formed with short distances. 
Presumably, only the finer grains of carbonate pass from one electrode 
to the other when the distance is great. 
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While the coating process seemed satisfactory, certain speculation 
arose as to the life time of the coating when operating in a gas filled 
tube, where, under experimental conditions, it might be subjected to ion 
bombardment. Since the system was to be enclosed in a sealed glass con­
tainer where replacement of the coating, should it be required, would be 
very difficult, it was decided to examine the possibility of using a more 
robust emitter. 
Such emitters are required, for example, in many higher-powered 
cavity magnetrons, for which the so-called "matrix cathodes" were devel­
oped. Such cathodes are made by first attaching a fine nickel mesh to a 
nickel base. A coating consisting of equal parts of barium and strontium 
carbonate with the addition of finely divided nickel powder, in amounts 
up to as much as 30^  by weight, is then mixed to a paste with methyl 
alcohol and pressed into the mesh. The nickel mesh, in addition to pro­
viding structural solidity, is helpful in reducing the resistance of the 
interface, or thin slag film, such as barium silicate, which forms over 
the base metal. The nickel powder reduces the resistivity of the rela-
I 
tively heavy coating (about 25 mg per sq cm). Also, when the emitter is 
being processed and heated above 1300° K, the fine nickel powder sinters, 
so that the coating is attached as a robust layer to the nickel base and 
mesh (34). This type of emitter appears to be well suited to the con­
verter system under investigation and was used. It is interesting to 
note that Bloss (4) when working with his converter system, first used a 
commercial BaO-cathode as emitter and experienced a resistance of 5 ohms. 
He then decided to use a barium-nickel matrix cathode and found the re­
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sistance decreased to O.85 ohms. 
Special high grade "barium and strontium carbonates for electron tube 
use were provided by the Radio Corporation of America. Prior to coating 
the emitter base plate, sample tests were made to determine what appeared 
to be the most suitable procedure. The coated emitter was then dried in 
an air conditioned atmosphere at room temperature for three days before 
the tube was sealed. 
Collector design 
It is desirable to make the collector work function for a thermionic 
conversion system as low as possible. While a lower limit is certainly 
imposed by the back emission effect, at the present state of the art there 
is little danger that a material can be used where back emission is a 
problem. For example, at the relatively high collector temperature of 
610° K, the saturation back emission electron current density amounts to 
only 0.1 amps/cm for a 1.0 eV work function material. The production of 
a suitable collector material is a major problem hindering the satis­
factory development of all thermionic conversion systems. In the aux­
iliary system any suitable collector material may be used. At present 
there are many ways of achieving low work function surfaces but numerous 
problems arise when such surfaces are incorporated in a converter system. 
For example, many composite low work function surfaces rely on a cesium 
coating. Such surfaces are not acceptable in an auxiliary system, where 
one of the main advantages is the production of ions without the use of 
cesium. However, Bloss (4) in Stuttgart, Germany has fabricated and 
tested an auxiliary system in which the collector consists of a silver 
coating on the glass walls of the tube. The desired low work function of 
about 1.0 eV is achieved by heating a cesium resevoir and periodically 
depositing a cesium coating. While a low work function was achieved and 
the experimental device operated satisfactorily, no long term solution for 
obtaining a suitable collector with other than a cesium coating was pre­
sented. 
Numerous approaches were made to industry to supply low work func­
tion materials, or to coat the collector base. In particular it was hoped 
that coatings used for low work function photomultiplier electrodes could 
be applied. However, it was learned from the tube manufacturers that the 
coatings used are only suitable for low temperature operation and are also 
very subject to contamination. Finally, since the investigation and anal­
ysis of the system does not require the use of a low work function col­
lector the decision to use a simple nickel mesh collector and externally 
bias the circuit to compensate for work function deficiencies was made. 
Apparently, this was also the logical conclusion reached by such other 
workers in the field as Gabor (13) who uses nickel collectors, and Bern­
stein and Knechtli (l), who use Phillips Type B dispenser cathodes for 
both emitter and collector. Therefore, it must be realized that through­
out the operating and testing procedure a bias voltage will be applied to 
the collector to compensate for its large work function. This is an ex­
ternal factor and in no way alters the conditions pertaining to the poten­
tial profile and plasma which would be observed if a low work function 
collector were used. Thus, the results and the parameters evaluated apply 
directly to a converter operating in the Gabor mode. 
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Before the emitter coating was applied all converter system compo­
nents, as well as the glass containment tube, were ultrosonically cleaned 
in an acid bath, then rinsed and dried. After 3 days the tube was mounted 
in a glass-blowing lathe and sealed. 
Vacuum System Design 
Although the auxiliary discharge converter does not operate at very 
g 
low pressures, pressures to 10 mm Hg are required during activation of 
the oxide coated emitter. For this reason, high vacuum equipment and 
technology must be used. Three separate forms of pumping are provided. 
The vacuum system in its final form is represented in Figure 28. A 
Cenco Megavac rotary pump is used to e^ diaust the system to the 1 micron 
range. A cold trap is placed in line with the pump. The liquid nitrogen 
filling the trap has a boiling point of -195.8° C and so condenses va­
pors , particularly water vapor, which are detrimental to the operating 
of the pump. In addition, of course, the gas being exhausted is cooled 
in passing through the trap and is more easily pumped as a denser fluid. 
The needle valve C serves to isolate the roughing pump. A thermocouple 
gauge between valves C and B measures pressures effectively between 1 and 
lO"^  mm Hg. Copper tubing and rubber hose are used between the roughing 
pump and valve B since pressures less than 10 ^  mm Hg are not expected 
there. Valves A and B are Varian stainless steel, Viton A seal valves 
-9 
capable of operating down to 10 mm Hg. They isolate the untra-high 
vacuum system. Within this system all fittings are Varian 300 Series 
stainless steel with Con-Flat flanges and copper gaskets. The cross fit­
ting forms a junction for the roughing line, the gas-filling line, the 
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Figure 28. Vacuum system showing pumping and pressure measuring units 
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converter line, and the ion pump line. .The ion pump is a Varian 8 lites/ 
sec Vac Ion pump containing titanium electrodes and supplied by a high 
voltage source capable of producing 4000 volts. Pumping is achieved by 
the formation of chemically stable compounds and ion burial. Since the 
current supplied to the pump bears a linear relation to the density of 
the gas molecules . this current may therefore be used to indicate the gas 
pressure directly. It is found that the accuracy of such direct pressure 
readings is as good as may be obtained with a high quality ionization 
gauge. 
Since the converter must be filled with a Penning mixture, a bottle 
containing neon-0.1^  argon is connected via a regulator valve and a needle 
valve D to valve A. A diaphragm gauge operating in the I-76O mm Hg range 
serves to indicate the gas filling pressure. 
A glass tube containing pellets of titanium sponge enclosed in a 
nickel mesh serves as a means of purifying the filling gas as well as a 
getter. The arrangement is such that the output coil of an induction 
furnace may be placed about the gas purifier tube to heat the nickel mesh. 
The titanium within the mesh is also heated and absorbes all but the inert 
gases. The converter system and gas purifier tube are connected to the 
cross fixture by means of a glass-metal junction and a flexible stainless 
steel coupling. When the system was first assembled and pumped down it 
was apparent that a leak existed. This was traced, by means of a mass 
spectrometer leak detector tuned for the helium tracer gas, to a faulty 
copper gasket at valve B. This gasket was replaced and no further leaks 
were detected. 
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Decomposition and Activation of the Emitter 
At the time of sealing the tube to the vacuum system, the emitter 
consists of a mixture of calcium carbonate, strontium carbonate and nickel 
powder, In order to produce the desired emitter work function, the coat­
ing must be processed. This may be broken into two stages, decomposition 
and activation. 
The process of decomposition is chemical in nature. When emitter is 
heated to about 1150° K, a reaction of the form 
XO + COg 
takes place. Carbon dioxide is evolved and the barium and strontium com­
pounds are reduced to their respective oxides. The above equilibrium is 
determined by the dissociation pressure. For a fixed temperature, the 
dissociation pressure of barium carbonate is always lowest and this pres­
sure is therefore the governing factor. If a temperature of 1150° K is 
selected for the decomposition process, then it is found that a pressure 
less than 100 microns should be maintained within the system. Pressure 
limits are governed by the ability of the pumping system to remove the 
carbon dioxide as it is evolved. It is found in practice that a short 
decomposition time is beneficial. During decomposition, the strontium 
carbonate existing within the mixed carbonates is converted into its cor­
responding oxide first, while the barium carbonate is converted some time 
later. When the decomposition is finished, the two oxides exist in sep­
arate phases in spite of the fact that mixed crystals of carbonates have 
existed before. The mixed oxide crystals (BaSr) 0 are obtained by further 
__ heating. 
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The roughing pump was started and the complete vacuxam system baked 
under infra-red ray lamps for 8 hours. The heat shields and heater were 
also outgassed by running the heater at 750° K for 30 minutes. When the 
pressure reached 7.8 microns, the ion pump was turned on and the pumping 
proceeded as in Figure 29. The irregularity at t = I9 minutes arises from 
the fact that the valve to the roughing system was temporarily opened. 
The ion pump is inefficient at pressures above 10 mm Hg and tends to 
lock in two high pressure modes. The pump recovered from the first mode 
without external assistance at t = 26 minutes. However, it locked in the 
second mode and, since the pump dissipates a large amount of power in this 
mode, it quickly overheated. So, at t = 29 minutes the power was turned 
off and the pump cooled for 29 minutes. When turned on at t = 58 minutes, 
it recovered and proceeded to pump down to 3-7 x 10 mm Hg. 
The system was then ready for commencement of the decomposition pro­
cess. The heater was connected to a DC power supply and the process took 
place as shown in Figure 30- When the heater was switched on, the pres­
sure rose sharply due to the out gassing of the heater and electrodes 
initially, and then to the evolution of the carbon dioxide during the 
chemical reaction, which lasted for about 15 minutes. The reaction was 
initiated at a temperature of about 1130° K and the temperature was 
gradually increased to 1238° K in order to ensure completion of the pro­
cess. 
After decomposition, the emitter normally gives a reasonable emis­
sion current at the operating temperature; however, this current may be 
increased by a further process, called activation of the emitter. This 
consists of applying a positive voltage, relative to the emitter, to the 
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Figure 30. Variation of P and during decomposition 
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other electrodes and heating the emitter above normal operating tempera­
tures. Results are twofold. In the first case the applied voltage (about 
100 V) causes an emission current to flow through the coating which dis­
sociates the oxide electrolytically into barium and oxygen. Oxygen then 
escapes and barium is produced. Since three processes (reduction of barium 
oxide to barium, the diffusion of this barium, and its evaporation) de­
termine the formation of the emitter surface, there are optimum activa­
tion conditions. The optimum temperature is found to be between 1225° K 
and 1325° K (22). In addition to the formation of a barium surface layer, 
the activation process serves to remove residual gases from the other 
electrodes. Electrons, accelerated by the applied positive potential, 
are accelerated from the emitter and bombard the collector. Consequently, 
the heating drives off the residual gases. 
Figure 31 shows the variation of collector current, emitter tempera­
ture, and pressure during the activation process carried out on the emit­
ter . The emitter temperature was gradually increased in steps from 1100° K 
to 1240° K and oxygen was evolved during a period of about 50 minutes, 
each time the emitter temperature was increased. The variation of col­
lector current is interesting in that it rises initially with each tem­
perature increase but then falls off, reaches a minimum and then recovers. 
This should be expected for at each temperature increase the emitter is 
poisoned by the gases which are set free. It subsequently recovers due to 
activation produced by reduction and the arrival of extra barium at the 
surface. 
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At the completion of the activation process, the saturation current 
of 37.9 mA. was emitted at a temperature of 1220° K, corresponding to an 
effective work function of 2.3I eV. This is very close to the desired 
value of 2,3 eV. 
Heat Loss Analysis 
For certain calculations, it is necessary to determine the rate at 
which heat is being lost by radiation, conduction and convection. While 
it is possible to calculate the various losses from theoretical and em­
pirical relationships, a much simpler, and in general more accurate, way 
is by the use of heating or cooling curves (35). 
If the heater is turned on, the system heats up exponentially with a 
time constant T, so that the temperature 0 at any time t is related to 
the steady state temperature 0^  by, 
© = 0^(1 - e"'^/^) (72) 
At any time t the energy contained within a material of mass ¥ and specific 
heat S is 
Q = wse = WBe (1 - e"^/^) 
Then, the rate of power exchange at temperature 0 is 
= f = ^ (73) 
From Equation 73, it is apparent that the heat power loss may be evaluated 
from a knowledge of the mass, specific heat, average temperature and time 
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constant of the system. All hut the time constant are readily available 
and this may be determined from either a heating or cooling curve test. 
A heating test was performed on the converter system and the expo­
nential curve obtained is shown in Figure 32. This has a time constant 
T of 20 sees. The mass of the emitter, heat shields and collector, which 
are essentially the parts undergoing substantial temperature change, is 
12.5 grs and the specific heat of nickel at 773° K is 0.53 Joules/gr° C. 
In general, the objective of the test would be to calculate the heat loss 
under certain conditions. In such a case, thermocouples would be posi­
tioned so that an estimate of the average temperature could be made. In 
this case it is of more benefit to evaluate the average temperature, since 
the heat loss is known to be the heater input power, there being no elec­
trical or other output. This average temperature may then be used as a 
guide for approximating the collector temperature since there is no direct 
means for doing so. It is reasonable to assume that the collector is at 
a temperature close to that of the outer heat shield since both are about 
the same distance from the emitter and inner heat shield respectively. 
The emitter temperature under typical operating conditions is $60° 0 
I 
with a heater power of l40 watts. Since the tungsten heater is close to 
the emitter, the rest of the inner heat shield will be at a lower tempera­
ture, An average of 800° C is reasonable for the combination of the 
inner shield and emitter. The temperature of the outer shield is unknown, 
but it has a mass of 6.05 grs. The overall average temperature is 
¥S 
l40 X 2k 
12.5 X 0.53 
508° c 
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Figure 32. Heating curve for the electrode and heat source system 
Figure 33. Electrical circuit used for determining the operating 
charact eristic 
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Therefore, the temperature of the outer heat shield and the approximation 
to that of the collector are obtained from 
T 6.05 + 800 X 5.^ 5 
6 = 508 -1 ( ^  -) 
as 
= l66° c = 439° K 
Converter Characteristics 
Having activated the emitter under high-vacuum conditions, the Penning 
mixture of neon-0.1% argon was then introduced. The gases were obtained 
already mixed in the correct proportions. Prior to final evacuation, the 
region between valve A and the gas bottle was out-gassed and then flushed 
with a stream of gas before shutting valve A. The branch was then left 
above atmospheric pressure to ensure that any leakage would be outwards. 
With the emitter heater turned off, valve A was opened to permit a 
small flow of gas. With the roughing pump operating, valve B was opened 
so that the excess gas was slowly exhausted from the system. Valve A was 
then fully opened so that the diaphragm gauge indicated the system pres­
sure. When a pressure indication of 4 mm Eg was obtained, valve B was 
closed. 
At this stage the gas purification process was started. The output 
coil of a Ther-Monic induction furnace was placed about the tube contain­
ing the nickel and titanium. A bright pink glow discharge spread down 
the tubes to both the ion pump and converter. The nickel and the titanium 
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sponge were heated. After 30 minutes it was assumed that the cleaning 
process had taken place and the furnace was removed. Final pressure 
adjustments were then made by opening valve B slightly until the pressure 
decreased to 1 mm Hg, At this point valves B and A were closed. 
The electric circuit of Figure 33 was set up. A DC, rather than an 
AC, heater supply was used since a certain amount of interference was 
experienced when an AC supply was initially tested. With the bias voltage 
set at 2.6 volts, the auxiliary voltage was increased gradually and the 
auxiliary discharge region was observed for the first traces of any glow 
which might indicate ionization in that region. With a Penning mixture 
ionization would be expected at an auxiliary potential of about 5 volts; 
however, this did not occur. The auxiliary potential was increased further 
to the limits of the source without ionization, A large voltage source 
was installed and ionization was finally achieved at a potential of 23 
volts and the system operated in the Gabor mode. A bright pink glow 
covered the auxiliary side of the collector mesh and extended for a dis­
tance of about 2,5 mms, the flow extinguished and the collector current 
dropped to a negligible value. Thus, operation of the converter system 
was achieved as planned but the need for such a high auxiliary voltage 
remained unexplained. Since there was an error of a factor of four be­
tween the actual and expected values, a further investigation was certain­
ly called for. 
At this stage, a glow discharge was observed between the lead to the 
auxiliary anode and the heat shield. This discharge caused avalanche 
breakdown of the gas-filling resulting in an effective short circuit on 
the system. As a result, one of the emitter assembly supports was melted, 
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the assembly tilted and the heater was short-circuited to ground, as shown 
in Figure 34. 
It was then necessary to replace the affected components, reassemble 
the converter and process the emitter. In order to ensure that such a 
». 
gas breakdown would not occur again, the auxiliary anode lead was insu­
lated with two layers of ceramic beads and limiting resistorswere placed 
in series with all power supplies. 
Upon operating the system, it was found again that a high auxiliary 
anode voltage of 23 volts was required to initiate operation in the Gabor 
mode. Thus, it was decided to proceed with a test to determine the true 
first ionization potential of the filling gas. This test evolved as 
follows. 
Prior to any ionization, the electron emission- from the emitter is 
space charge limited and the interelectrode profile is as shown in Figure 
35a. If an increasing voltage is applied to the collector, with open, 
the current collected by the collector should increase as the space charge 
effect is reduced by the increasing voltage. A certain fraction of the 
electrons penetrate the collector and reach the auxiliary anode. At the . 
point of ionization, radical changes take place. Due to the presence of 
ions, the potential profile is depressed and a typical plasma profile 
exists, as in Figure 35b. The sudden change in profile should have a 
dramatic effect on the electrons which penetrate the collector to the 
auxiliary region. After the ionizing process commences, the profile tends 
to oppose rather than assist electron transit to the auxiliary anode. 
Therefore, a sharp drop in auxiliary anode current should be noted. 
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Figure 34. Cross-section of the electrode system (a) during and 
(b) after the breakdown of the gas-filling 
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Figure 35. Potential profile in the emitter-collector region 
(a) before and (b) after the occurance of ionization 
The test was carried out and the results are shown in Figure 36. 
The low value of the auxiliary anode current was a practical problem en­
countered during the test. An indication of this current was made pos­
sible however, by placing a vacuum tube voltmeter between the collector 
and auxiliary anode. The voltage recorded was that caused by the current 
leaking through the internal resistance of the instrument. As seen from 
Figure 36, there is a sharp change, as expected, in the rate of electron 
arrival at the auxiliary anode. The first ionization potential of the 
controlling gas is therefore about 20 volts. Argon has a first ionization 
potential of 15.68 volts and neon a first ionization potential of 21.4? 
volts. Therefore, it appears almost certain|that neon is the only gas 
contributing significantly to the ion production process. There appears 
to be a slight change in the slope of the collector current curve at 
about 12 volts. This could be caused by traces of argon or impurities 
such as oxygen or nitrogen with first ionization potentials at 13.55 
volts and l4.48 volts respectively. 
The gas mixture obtained from the Linde Corporation is certified to 
contain neon with the addition of 0.1% argon. An explanation of the 
relative absence of argon from the filling gas was offered by a represen­
tative of one of the Solid State Affiliate Companies who experienced a 
similar problem. It is found that when gases of different masses are 
valved through a small opening there is preferential emission of the 
lighter gas. Since the gas mixture within the bottle was at I5OO p.s.i. 
it was necessary to use a very small opening when filling the system and 
it is assumed that the lighter gas, neon, escaped preferentially. Thus a 
Penning mixture was not present within the system. This problem must 
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Figure 36. Variation of the auxiliary anode voltage and collector current with the 
applied collector voltage 
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have presented Itself to other researchers. For example, Gahor uses 
argon-0.1% mercury. The mercury is evaporated into the system and con­
densed in a cooled appendage. While such a procedure" is not simple, it 
at least ensures the presence of mercury in the argon. 
The fact that a Penning mixture was not present in any way affected 
the operation of the converter system since the neon produces the ions 
for space charge neutralization. In this case it is of little consequence 
that four times as much energy is required to produce a neon ion. 
In order to determine the converter system load characteristic, i.e. 
the variation of output current with voltage, the tube was fired and the 
data shown in Table 3 obtained. 
Table 3* Converter characteristics 
volts mA. > 
0.22 0.07 4.0 
0.74 0.16 9.0 
0.925 0.20 10.6 
1.215 0.27 11.8 
1.36 0.33 14.3 
1.48 0.37 15.2 
1.60 0.43 16.05 
1.7 0.45 16.5 
1.91 0.53 17.0 
Tg° K I^  mA at 
Tg=1233° K 
17.5 1233 0.07 
17.8 1238 0.118 
18.9 1239 0.153 
22.9 124l 0.201 
23.1 1242 0.237 
24.4 1243 0.250 
26.8 1245 0.295 
27.3 1246 0.301 
31.1 1248 0.343 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
\ a^ ^l/1 
a 
volts mA. |jA 
2.2 0.65 19.1 34.0 1253 0.363 
2.35 0.70 20.8 33.6 1255 0.363 
2.57 0.75 22.0 34.1 1259 0.365 
K mA at 
L 
Tg=1233° K 
It was found necessary to increase the emitter temperature above 1183° K 
in order to achieve a satisfactory current density. This indicates an 
increase in emitter work function from 2,3 eV after activation under 
vacuum to 2.88 eV in gas. Such an increase is not surprising because the 
barium and strontium oxides are themselves very active and readily absorb 
any impurities present. It is thought that the impurities in this case 
may have come from sputtering of the emitter during the gas ionization 
test. Such sputtering would certainly tend to increase the work function. 
However, this did not hinder the test and the variation of emitter tem­
perature, main and auxiliary current and voltage were noted within the 
operating range. 
A plot of load current against load voltage for an emitter tempera­
ture of 1233° K is shown in Figure 37. This is typical and illustrates 
the steady increase in load current as the collector sheath potential de­
creases until a point is reached, at the knee of the curve, where the 
collector surface is at the plasma potential. Subsequently, the current 
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Figure 37. Variation of load current with load voltage at an emitter temperature of 1233° K 
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drawn is the plasma random current. As seen from Table 3 ,  the load to 
auxiliary current ratio is 34 when saturation current is being drawn. 
While this ratio is high, it was expected in light of Gabor's slow ion 
reflection theory. Higher ratios of up to 170 were obtained briefly at 
emitter temperatures of about 1275° K and load currents of about 0.015 
amps. However, it is not certain that the converter system was operating 
in the correct mode since it appeared that ionization might be taking 
place in the main plasma region. 
^ -
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ANALYSIS 
The theory developed for the system will now be used to determine 
the potential profile across the main plasma,, the characteristics of the 
plasma and the parameters of the critical equation. This equation will 
then be solved for the slow ion reflection coefficient E and thus for 
characteristics of the complete charge flow system determined for equi­
librium conditions. 
As previously mentioned, it will be assumed that the system is operat­
ing just at the commencement of space charge limitation, and so may be 
taken as zero. 
Potential Profile 
From the load characteristic curve in Figure 37, the load voltage 
(actually the bias voltage corresponding to the point at which the emis­
sion becomes space charge limited) is I.83 volts. This is represented in 
Figure 38 by a change of I.83 volts in the emitter Fermi level. The emit­
ter work function was found to be 2.88 eV. 
From Gabor's theory (13), the subtangent to the slope of the load 
characteristic has a magnitude of 4 k T^ /^e. Since the subtangent of the 
curve in Figure 37 has a magnitude of I.38 volts, the electron tempera­
ture at the collector is 3980° K. The initial temperature of the elec­
trons is that of the emitter (1233° K) and so their temperature has been 
increased by 27^ +7° K in passing through the main plasma. There is no 
collector sheath at the knee of the load characteristic so the electron 
temperature increase must be associated with the accelerating potential 
V at the emitter sheath as well as the accelerating potential V across 
Mil p 
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Figure 38. Potential profile in the emitter collector region 
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the main plasma. Therefore, + V corresponds to the temperature gain 
J&l P 
of 2747° K. Then, =27^ 7 k/e = O.236 volts. Thus, the effective 
work function of the collector is 
= 1.83 + 2.88 - 0.236 = 4.474 eV. 
Since the collector is of nickel, its work function is relatively-
well known. A value of 4.6l is reported by Wahlin (44). The slight 
discrepancy is very likely due to a lowering of the collector work func­
tion as a result of evaporation of the oxide emitter coating, which would 
have occurred during activation and particularly during the gas analysis 
test. 
I 
Plasma Characteristics 
Electron density at collector 
Since there is no collector sheath when operating at the knee of the 
load characteristic, the collector current is equal to the random plasma 
current in the plasma at the emitter sheath, which is given by Cobine (9) 
n e V I 
as —^— . The average velocity (v^ )^ of the plasma electrons at the 
collector may be expressed in terms of their temperature by 
V 
18k T,, • . _ „6 1 
= 0.62 X 10 T  ^cm/sec. 
ec ' ec '/ Tim 
Therefore, the electron density at the collector is 
n = electrons/cm^  
ec g r— 
0.62 X 10 T 2 e 
ec 
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Figure 37 shows the current density at the knee of the curve as 0,226 Jj 
2 8 Q 
mA./cm . Then, is found to be 1.44 x 10 electrons/cm . 
Potential drop across plasma 
The total plasma resistivity is + p^ .^ Equation 55 gives 
the electron-neutral resistivity as 
en 
= 1.8l X 10 12 
p T 2 
ep 
n T 
ep g 
The average electron concentration in the plasma may be evaluated by an 
iterative process. An average electron temperature and concentration in 
the plasma is assumed and is calculated. It is found that p^  ^is 
negligible and so the plasma potential fall may be evaluated. Since 
electron concentrations and temperatures are related in the plasma by the 
Boltzmann equation, 
n 
eE 
ec 
T 
ec 
eE 
exp 
eV 
k T 
ep 
(74) 
it is possible to check the accuracy of the assumed values and iterate to 
a more acceptable solution. 
Assume a ratio between average plasma and collector electron den­
sities of 2.5. (This value is prompted by Gabor's probe analysis (17) ). 
T is taken as 836° K, the mean of the emitter and collector temperatures. 
 ^ 83 
For an estimate of T = 3500° K and n = 3.6 x 10 electrons/cm , 
ep ep ' 
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1.81 X 10 //sF 00 
p = Q = 355 ohm cm 
eg 3.6 X icf X 836 
Using the same values, may be evaluated. 
^ » (i /?^i — 
= 6.53 X 10^  , f 3 / 1.38^ x10"^  ^X 3500^  I 
3500^ /2 \ 2 X 1.6^  X 10"57 ^  n X 3.6 X 10^  / 
This contribution to the plasma resistivity is negligible under present 
conditions. The potential drop across the plasma is then 
V = d = 0.226 X 10"3 X 0.4 X 355 
= 0.032 volts 
Upon substituting the calculated values into the Boltzmann equation, it 
is found that the ratio Kg between electron concentration at emitter and 
collector is I.32 corresponding to a ratio of I.16. A new value of K^ = 
1.28 is selected and the calculation process is repeated. The results of 
successive iterations are shown in Table 4. 
/ 
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Table k. Iterative process in determining plasma characteristics 
K-, T ° K n 10"® p V T Ko K-, T ° K 1 ep ep e^n p ec 2 1 ep 
(trial)(trial) e/cm^  ohm cm volts 
-%eE° K 
2.5 3500 3.6 355 0.032 - 371 1.32 1.16 3795 
1.28 3590 1.8 718 0.0645 750 1.52 1.26 3605 
1.27 3600 1.83 710 0.0639 742 1.521 1.26 3609 
1.265 3607 1.82 711 o.o64o 743 1.522 1.261 3608 
The final iteration is acceptable so that the average plasma temperature 
is now taken as 3607° K and the average plasma electron density as 1.82 
8 *3 
X 10 electrons/cm . With these new values, the calculation of is 
repeated and found to be 0.l48 ohm cm. This still remains insignificant. 
Therefore, the overall plasma resistivity is taken as 711.1 ohm cm and it 
is almost completely due to electron-neutral atom collisions. The poten-
tail profile in Figure 37 may now be completed, the emitter fall poten­
tial, being O.I72 volts and the plasma fall potential, Y , being 
Jiii . p 
0.064 volts. 
Cyclic Analysis of Charge System 
Now that the main plasma has been analyzed and its parameters de­
termined, it is possible to evaluate the probability terms involved in 
the critical equation. In view of the results from the gas analysis, it 
is assumed that the filling-gas is neon and so the equations derived for 
a system filled with a Penning mixture will be modified where necessary. 
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Recombination of ions and electrons within the main plasma will be con­
sidered. 
Probability of reabsorption of electron 
As derived in Equation 6, 
(75) 
2 
The load current density is known to be 0.226 mA/cm and this will be seen 
2 to be p„J to a close approximation. Therefore, J = 0.226/p mA/cm . ill O O ill 
Substituting this and known values into Equation 71 gives 
11,600x0.172 
and 
Pg = 0.625 
Probability of ambipolar diffusion of electron 
From Equation 30, 
1 - P, 
dk(T + T )[(TT/d)^  + (2.405/r)2] 
G ê 
a 
eJo(p+n + P++) 
where 
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Substituting for the positive ion mobility, given by Brown (6) as = 
2 3550 cm /volt sec for operating conditions, 
= (1.82 X 10^  X 1.6 X 10 ^ x^ 3.55 X 10^ ) = 9.68 X 10^  ohm cm 
Also, 
P++ = Tre^  \/^ [(kIg)^ /^ (4TTe^ )^ ] 
from Equation 29, 
n X 2.57x10"^  ^1/6x3.'iSxlo'^ x^lO^  
" (1.38x10-23x836)3/2x1.23x10-20 ' ° 263 olm cb. 
Then, 
1 - p = o.4xi.38xio-23x4444r(n/o.4)2 + (2.405/1.i)^ ] ^  0^ 00275 
 ^ 1.6x10"^ ^x9.68x10^ x0.361x10"3 
and 
p = 0.997 
Probability of electron-ion recombination 
From Equation 31, 
1  -  p  = ( a e n  ^  d ) / J  
r r ep ' o 
—7 o 
Brown (6) gives the recombination coefficient for neon as 2.1 x 10 cm 
sec. Therefore, 
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2.1 X 10"^ xl.6 X 10"^ x^3.31 X lcr^ x^O.4 
0.361 X io"3 
= 1.23 X 10'^ . 
Probability of ionization 
Brown (6) reports the first Townsend. ionization coefficients in 
noble gases for different potential gradients, The plasma glow is ob­
served to extend for a distance of 2.5 imis into the auxiliary region. The 
mean potential gradient in.this region may be assumed to be 27.5/0.25 = 
110 volts/cm. The corresponding ionization coefficient is then found to 
be 3.0 ion pairs/cm mm Hg, and so the probability of ionization is 
p^  = 3.0 X 0.25 
= 0.75 
Probability of ion entering the emitter-collector region 
The mesh used was a 0.00^ +5 ins. diameter wire mesh with 100 x 100 
wires/ins. Applying Equation 42, 
=.MNd^  - d(M + W) + 1 = 1.44 X 10"^  X 20.3 - 4.5 x 10"2x2.4x10^ + 1 
= 0.372 
Probability of electron entering the auxiliary region 
From Equation 37 and for the observed auxiliary to current load ratio 
of 1/33.5 
= 0.0171 
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Probability of slow-ion capture by collector 
From Equation 48, 
1 - Pc = -f - (1 - - l)CVPi ^  l)(kT+c/2TTM)^  
dj 
= Xl.6xl0—^  ^ 2 _ e)(i/o.372 - l)(i/o.75+1) / 1-38x10—^ x^ SgxlO 
6.75x10" 2Trx3.38x10" 
= 0.225(1 - R) 
1 
and. 
p^  = 0.225(3.45 + R). (76) 
Ihe probabilities are now substituted into the critical equation 
(%«PlVa ^ ^ \ m <• ^ 
with the result that 
[0.997x0.0171x0.75x0.372x0.225(3.45+R)-0.00275]( 2?5§25 ^  ^ 2^ ( ^  ) = 1 
This may be put into the form of a quadratic equation 
+ i2.55R-9.85 = 0, which yields the positive root 
R = 0.730. 
Therefore, under the existing plasma conditions, the ions which reach the 
emitter are reflected with an effective coefficient of 0.73. This veri-
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fies the assumption that slow ions are reflected several times before 
they are absorbed by the emitter. As expected, the reflection coefficient 
is less than the O.98 reported by Gabor (l?), since in the present case 
the emitter fall potential of 0.172 volts produces higher energy ions at 
the emitter surface than the 0.0276 volts in Gabor's system. 
ISie probability p^  of a slow ion escaping absorption by the col­
lector may now be fully determined by substituting for R in Equation 76, 
which yields 
= 0.225(3.45 + 0.73) 
= 0.941 
The probability terms obtained are summarized as follows : 
Pg = 0.625 
Pa = 0.99725 
Pp = 0.999,998,77 
Of = 0.0171 E = 0.730 
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SUMMAEY MD CONCLUS lOlTS 
The principal thermionic energy conversion systems under development 
have been considered. Due to the possible use of an inert filling gas 
and low emitter temperatures, it was decided that the auxiliary discharge 
thermionic converter is worth investigating as a possible alternative to 
the cesium diode converter. Due to the triode nature of the auxiliary 
discharge system, the analytical procedure developed in the literature 
(42) for diode converters could not be adopted satisfactorily. Also, this 
procedure provides no means for determining the value of the reflection 
coefficient R for the recently discovered phenomenon of slow ion reflec­
tion. As a result, a new cyclic procedure is developed which is similar 
to that used for the nuclear fission neutron cycle. !Hae result is a 
single critical equation, involving all the system parameters, including 
the reflection coefficient R. This equation must be satisfied for opera­
tion of the converter under equilibrium conditions. 
I 
In order to adapt this equation for experimental analysis, each of 
the parameters is considered and expressed in terms of plasma or converter 
characteristics which may be determined by recognized experimental tech­
niques. Using experimental values, the critical equation parameters are 
calculated in terms of the reflection coefficient R. The critical equa­
tion is then solved for R. Thus, the characteristics of the charge sys­
tem are completely determined. The fact that a reflection coefficient of 
R = 0.73 is obtained serves to verify Gabor's findings. 
A transient analysis is also presented in which an expression for 
the system transfer function is developed. This is of interest if it is 
desired to generate a time varying power output, or produce ions in the 
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emitter collector region for space charge neutralization, by applying a 
repeated high voltage pulse to the emitter. 
The design, fabrication and testing of a device to simulate the Gabor-
type auxiliary discharge converter mode is described. The fabrication 
and processing of an emitter to achieve a work function of 2.3 eV is also 
reported. The system is tested while operating in the Gabor mode and 
experimental data required for evaluation of the critical equation para­
meters are obtained. 
As a result of the theoretical and experimental analysis, it is 
apparent that Gabor's finding of a slow ion reflection coefficient is 
indeed correct, and that it is possible to operate the system as an energy 
converting device if a suitable low work function material is developed 
for the collector. No containment problems were experienced as was ex­
pected. An increase in emitter work function was noted after an ionizing 
potential was applied between emitter and collector. It appears that 
some of the emitter material was deposited on the collector since the 
work function was found to be below that of pure nickel. Care should be 
taken to ensure that high voltage leads are well insulated and as far 
removed from low potential surfaces as possible in order to avoid the con­
sequences of gas breakdown. 
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RECOMMEimATIOWS 
Since the critical equation incorporates the system parameters, it 
should be possible to optimize this equation so that the ratio of output 
to auxiliary power is a maximum. It is found that this equation is par­
ticularly sensitive to variation of the ionization probability p^ , the 
ambipolar diffusion coefficient p and both a and k . The two latter 
m
terms are associated with the collector geometric configuration. The 
possibility of designing a collector which would tend to prevent the pas­
sage of electrons and aid the passage of ions should be investigated. It 
seems possible that some configurations may provide a funneling potential 
profile for ions. 
The probability of an emitted electron returning to the emitter was 
found to be large at 0.375- It should be possible to reduce this value 
considerably by making the collector larger than the emitter. This was 
recognized at the design stage, but additions to the collector were not 
made so that the analytical simplifications associated with planer geom­
etry could be used. Since ions are absorbed by the collector, there is 
probably an optimum emitter/collector area ratio. It would be beneficial 
to determine this. 
An accurate evaluation of the probability of ionization p^  requires 
that the potential in the auxiliary discharge region be known. Although 
estimates may be made from glow-discharge observations, it should be pos­
sible to conduct a probe analysis of the plasma. The physical dimension 
are large enough to permit the introduction of two or three probes. 
In order to calculate the plasma characteristics in the emitter-col-
lector region, it was necessary to employ an iterative procedure. This 
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is a tedious process and could be eliminated by a single probe measure­
ment made in the middle of the main discharge. 
A worthwhile project would be the development of a suitable low work 
function collector. However, this is a major task and is a materials 
problem rather than one of plasma physics. A collector work function 
reduction was experienced in the system tested. It might be possible to 
utilize this fact to achieve a low work function collector coating. Since 
the emitter is of BaO and SrO and barium is evaporated preferentially, it 
may be feasible to build up a layer of low work function barium on the 
collector by sputtering. The emitter work function would be increased in 
turn, but it may be possible to achieve acceptable values for both emitter 
and collector work functions. Also, the collector coating could be re­
plenished periodically by applying a high voltage for a short period. 
In practice, the requirement that ultra-high vacuum equipment should 
be required for the processing of the emitter is unsatisfactory when, in 
fact, the system subsequently operates at a relatively high pressure. 
The possibility of processing the emitter at atmospheric pressure should 
be investigated. MacWair (33) reports the achievement of excellent re­
sults when decomposition of the BaCO^  takes place in a stream of pure re­
ducing gas, such as hydrogen. In fact the work functions achieved at 
atmospheric pressure are lower than those under ultra-high vacuum condi­
tions . It is pointed out that the reducing gas should be of high purity 
for satisfactory results. It would be of considerable benefit if this 
process could be satisfactorily adapted. 
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The choice of a suitable filling-gas is most important in an actual 
converter where the efficient production of ions is essential. As was 
found, the introduction of a Penning mixture into the system is not a 
simple matter. By examining specific inert gases, it might be possible 
to select a suitable single gas. For example, xenon has a relatively low 
first ionization potential of 12.08 volts. Rather than attempting to use 
a Penning mixture in future work, it appears that xenon is a good experi­
mental substitute. 
Since thermionic energy conversion is a relatively new field, practi­
cal applications are not yet receiving a great amount of attention. Due 
to the relatively high operating temperature of the emitter, few heat 
sources are readily available. A nuclear fission heat source appears to 
be one of the most suitable choices. During the development of any therm­
ionic conversion system,this should be kept in mind. For in-pile opera­
tion, converters could be incorporated in the fuel element, so that the 
fissile material acts as the electron emitter. For example, solid solu­
tions of UC-ZrC have been investigated (4$) and work functions in the 
range of 2.8 eV have been reported. Due to the high operating tempera­
tures required, loss of material by vaporization is a problem that has 
been experienced. Hill and Gifford (23) report on obtaining a low work 
function of about 2.2 eV by using a BaO-W-UO^  mixture. Activated com­
pounds such as BaUO^  and Ba^ UO^  are formed and BaO is evaporated prefer­
entially. It should prove interesting to test the possibility of using a 
BaO-W-UOg emitter and sputtering the collector with the BaO evaporated 
from the emitter. 
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Out-of-pile thermionic energy converters could also be used. Such 
a converter would have the advantage of eliminating the problems and lim­
itations associated with incorporating an electrical system within a 
fuel element. It appears that an out-of-pile thermionic energy converter 
could be used as a topping device in a liquid metal cooled nuclear reactor, 
for example, lithium might be a suitable coolant. It has a boiling point 
of 1609° K and a work function of 2.48 eV(22). It is envisaged that the 
converter emitter would consist of a stream of molten lithium emitting 
2 amps/cm^  at a temperature of 1550° K. It might be possible to go even 
one step further and seed the lithium with a positive ion emitter (32) 
such as beta-eucryptite (ligO, Al^ O^ , Z^ iOg) and so produce the ions re­
quired for space charge neutralization. Reports of such test have not 
been found in the literature. The further investigation of doped liquid 
metal emitters should certainly be worthwhile. 
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a 
a.. 
P++ 
P+n 
Pe+ 
ep 
a 
E 
A 
d 
d 
e 
f 
0.0171 
2.1x10 -7 
Ti 0.0271 
A 0.121 
3550 
263 
9.68x10^  
0.174 
Pen 355.0 
355.2 
4.61 
k . k j  
2.88 
3.75 
o.4o 
0.011 
2 7 . 5  
1.6x10"^  ^
APEEHDIX 
Symbols and Values Used 
3 
cm /sec 
Probability of electron passing from 
main to auxiliary region 
Radiative recombination coefficient 
(for neon) 
ions/volt Ionization coefficient 
cm Characteristic diffusion length in main 
plasma 
1.57x10 -8 
cm /volt sec Characteristic diffusion length of 
neutral atoms (for neon) 
ohm cm Resistivity of main plasma due to ion-
ion collision 
ohm cm Resistivity of main plasma due to ion-
neutral collision 
ohm cm Resistivity of main plasma due to elec­
tron-ion collision 
ohm cm Resistivity of main plasma due to elec­
tron -neutral collision 
ohm cm Average resistivity of main plasma 
eV Auxiliary anode work function 
eV Collector work function 
eV Emitter work function 
2 
cm Cross-sectional area of containment 
cylinder 
cms Emitter-collector spacing 
cms Diameter of wires in collector mesh 
volts Auxiliary potential 
coulombs Electron charge 
Fractional ionization in main discharge 
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h 0.25 cms Length of effective ionization region 
:a 
6.75x10"^  2 amps/cm Auxiliary current density 
0.362xl0"3 amps External load current 
e^c 
0.226X10"3 amps / cm^  Random electron current density at col' 
lector 
1.265-- Ratio of average main plasma electron 
density to that at the collector 
1.530 Ratio of average electron density at 
emitter to that at the collector 
0.327 Probability of an ion passing from aux' 
iliary to main discharge 
M s.sBxicr^ G kilograms Mass of ion (for neon) 
M 49 -wires/cm Number of wires per unit length in col/ 
lector mesh 
m 9.1x10"^  ^ kilograms Rest mass of electron 
N 49 •wires/cm Number of wires per unit width in col­
lector mesh 
1.44x10^  
3 
ions/cm Average ion density in plasma at col­
lector 
S 
1.82x10® 
0 
ions/cm Average ion density in plasma 
"eE 
2.2x10® electrons/cm Average electron density in plasma at 
emitter 
"ec 
1.44x10® 
0 
electrons/cm Average electron density in plasma at 
collector 
"ep 
1.82x10® 
0 
electrons/ cm Average electron density in plasma 
(main) 
"g 1.16x10^  ^
0 
atoms /cm Average neutral atom density in plasma 
(main) 
P 1.0 mm Hg Gas-filling pressure 
i4o watts Heat dissipation rate from emitter 
assembly 
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Pi 3 
2 
cm Probability of electron-atom collision 
Pa 0.99725 Probability of electron not diffusing 
ambipolarly 
Pc 0.940 Probability of slow ion not being 
absorbed by collector 
PE 0.625 Probability of electron not being re­
absorbed by emitter 
Pi 0.75 
-6 
Probability of an ionizing collision per 
electron in auxiliary plasma 
Pp 1 - 1.23x10" Probability of electron not recombining 
in main plasma 
q 0.85x10"^  ^ 2 cm Electron-atom collision cross-section 
in main plasma 
R 0.73 Slow ion reflection coefficient 
r 1.1 cm Radius of plasma containment 
S 0.53 Joules/gr°C Specific heat of nickel 
T 2h sees Heating time constant of emitter 
assembly 
-^fc 439 
°K Temperature of ions at collector 
E^ 1233 
°K Temperature of emitter 
e^E 3236 
°K Temperature of plasma electrons at 
emitter 
e^c 
3980 °K Temperature of plasma electrons at col­
lector 
e^p 3607 
°K Temperature of plasma electrons (average) 
836 °K Temperature of gas in main plasma 
(average) 
kkks °K Average of sum of electron and gas tem­
perature in main plasma 
V 1.52 cm^  Volume of main discharge region 
E^f 0.172 volts Emitter fall potential 
l4o 
c^f 
W 
r+ 
r_ 
e 
© 
o 
+^p 
1^ ++ 
T 
a 
D_ 
\ 
E 
E 
€ 
Ê 
s 
H 
J 
ep 
0.0 
0 
0.064 
12.5 
volts 
volts 
volts 
grs 
Collector fall potential 
Potential miniioum in emitter double 
sheath 
Plasma drop potential 
Mass of emitter assembly and collector 
Ambipolar ion current density 
Ambipolar electron current density 
Average emitter system temperature at 
time t 
Steady-state emitter system temperature 
Positive ion mobility 
Average ion mobility in main plasma 
Average ion mobility in ions 
Ambipolar decay constant 
Acceleration of an ion in an electric 
field E 
Average thermal velocity of plasma ion 
Average positive ion diffusion coeffi­
cient 
Average electron diffusion coefficient 
Ambipolar diffusion coefficient 
Electric field 
Average electron energy in plasma 
Space charge field for ambipolar dif­
fusion 
Collector-auxiliary anode spacing 
Child-Langmuir space charge limited 
electron current density 
l4i 
Emitter current density 
Mean free path for an ion-ion collision 
Positive ion density at point (a,jZS,z) 
in plasma 
Finite Hankie transform 
Effective rate of ion production in 
main plasma 
Load resistance 
Collision radius for ion-ion collision 
Distance traveled by ion 
Average distance traveled by ion 
Potential difference in vacuum converter 
Potential maximum with respect to 
emitter 
Output load voltage 
Positive ion velocity at point (a,0,z) 
Average ion drift velocity 
Electron velocity in plasma at emitter 
Electron velocity in plasma at collector 
Ion velocity in plasma at collector 
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